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Structure of Alternative and Jordan Bimodules

by N. JACOBSON1)

The notion of a bimodule for a class of algebras defined by
multilinear identities has been introduced by Eilenberg [13]. If 21 is
in the class of associative algebras or in the class of Lie algebras,
then this notion is the familiar one for which we are in possession
of well-worked theories. The study of bimodules (or representations)
of Jordan algebras was initiated by the author in a recent paper [21].
Subsequently the alternative case was considered by Schafer [32].
In our paper we introduced the basic concepts of the Jordan theory
and we proved complete reducibility of the bimodules and the ana-
logue of Whitehead's first lemma for finite dimensional semi-simple
Jordan algebras of characteristic 0. Similar results on alternative
algebras, based on those in the Jordan case, were obtained by Schafer.
The principal tool in our paper was the notion of a Lie triple system.
This permitted the application of important results on the structure
and representation of Lie algebras to the problems on Jordan and
alternative algebras. This method has one nice feature, namely, it is
a general one which does not require a consideration of cases. On
the other hand, it has the serious drawback that is unlikely that it
can be adapted to the characteristic ί(Φθ) case, since, as is well
known, most of the important theorems on Lie algebras of character-
istic 0 are false for Lie algebras of characteristic p.

Besides this question of the validity of the theorems for Jordan
and alternative algebras of characteristic p there is another important
problem which was left open in the two papers cited, namely, the
problem of determining the irreducible representations for finite
dimensional semi-simple algebras. For this problem, too, the Lie
method seems to be inappropriate.

In this paper we shall solve the two problems which we have
indicated. An outline of the method which we shall use is as follows.
In part I we develop certain general results on universal associative
algebras and Peirce decompositions which permit a reduction of the

1) A major portion of this work was done while the author held a Guggenheim Memorial
Fellowship.



2 N. JACOBSON

problems to various particular cases of these problems. Of impor-
tance are the special ways of constructing bimodules (e. g. special
bimodules for Jordan algebras, associative bimodules for alternative
algebras) and a criterion (Theorem 5.1) that a Jordan bimodule be
obtainable by one of these constructions. In part II we consider the
theory of alternative bimodules for matrix algebras and of Jordan
modules for Jordan algebras of self-adjoint elements of matrix alge-
bras. A noteworthy feature of this discussion is the intertwining of
the Jordan and alternative theories. A key result in these considera-
tions is a general structure theorem (Theorem 9.1) for Jordan alge-
bras which permits the reduction of the theory of certain types of
Jordan bimodules to alternative ones. While we confine ourselves to
the application to representation theory here, it should be mentioned
that this result can be used to effect substantial simplifications in the
structure theory. We hope to indicate some of these applications in
subsequent papers. Also we should note that the methods developed
in part II need not be confined to finite dimensional algebras. Thus
these methods can also be applied to certain important types of alge-
bras and rings which do not satisfy finiteness conditions (e. g. the
Jordan algebra of self-adjoint transformations in Hubert space).2) In
part III we study the representations of Jordan algebras which are
defined by symmetric scalar products (or quadratic forms). The
universal associative algebras for these Jordan algebras are the
Clifford algebras and certain algebras which we shall call meson alge-
bras, since they seem to have made their first appearance in the
quantum theory of mesons. We determine the structure of these
algebras. In part IV we specialize the theory to alternative and
Jordan algebras of finite dimensions. The results of part II and III
have to be combined and supplemented with the considerations of
the exceptional simple alternative algebras (the Cayley algebras) and
Jordan algebras (Ml). The combination of these results yield the
theorem on complete reducibility and the determination of the irre-
ducible representations.

The next step which is indicated in the development of this type
of representation theory is the consideration of the cohomology theory.
While we do not as yet have satisfactory general definitions of the
cohomology groups, we can apply the results of the present paper to
obtain the analogues of the first two Whitehead lemmas for arbitrary
characteristic. We hope to take up these questions, too, in subsequent
papers.

2) Cf. Jacobson and Rickart [22] and [23J.
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I. GENERAL THEORY

1. Classes of algebras defined by identities

We shall be concerned with algebras over a field Φ. Nearly
everything which we shall do can be done also for algebras over
commutative rings, but for the sake of simplicity we shall confine
our attention to the field case.

We define first the notion of a free non-associative algebra based
on a vector space 23 over Φ. Consider the Kronecker product space
23x23 and the Kronecker product spaces (23x23)x23 and 23 x (23x23).
There is a natural isomorphism between the last two and one usually
identifies these two spaces by means of this isomorphism. However,
for the purposes of non-associative algebra one has to consider these
two spaces as distinct objects and, in fact, as having no elements in
common. Similarly, we can form five four-fold product spaces out of

1 /2n—2\
23 and in general we have —( „ ι) n-folά products of 23.̂  These

are obtained by Kronecker multiplication of any of the r-fold products
by any of the (n—r)-fold products where r = 1, 2, ••• , n—1. We now
form the direct sum @(23) of all these n-fold products of 23, n = 1, 2, •••
and we define the obvious multiplication in @(23). The result is called
the free non-associative algebra based on the vector space 23. Some-
times it is convenient to adjoin an identity element to @(23). This is
done by forming the direct sum @*(23) = @(23)θ(l) where (1) is the
one dimensional space of multiples of the identity 1. We shall refer
to @*(23) as the free non-associative algebra with identity based on 23.

Let 3Ϊ be an arbitrary non-associative algebra over Φ and let T
be a linear mapping of 23 into SI. Then T can be extended in one
and only one way to a homomorphism of the free non-associative
algebra @(23) into Sί.

Definition 1.1. Let {p} be a set of non-zero elements in the free
non-associative algebra @(23). A non-associative algebra SI is said to
satisfy the set of identities {p} if every p in this set is mapped into 0
by every homomorphism of @(23) into Sί.

Examples. (1) Let e19 e2 be linearly independent in 23. Then
p = elxe2—e2xe1φO in @(23). Since the ei are linearly independent,
there exists a linear transformation sending e^ and e2 into any two
elements of an algebra Sί. Hence Sί satisfies p if and only if ab = ba

3) Cf. the author's Lectures in Abstract Algebra, Vol. I, p. 18.
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holds for all d> b in 21. (2) Let el, 02, £3 be linearly independent and
take p = (elxez) x03—^ x (e2 xe3). The algebras satisfying this identity
are just the associative algebras. (3) Take p = el xe2 —e2 xe1,
^= (^xβ 2 )x^g—^x^ x^3). The algebras satisfying these two iden-
tities are the commutative, associative algebras. (4) Letp = exe,
q = (e1xe2)xe3-{-(e2xe3)xe1 + (e3xe1)xe2. These two identities define
the class of Lie algebras. (5) Set p1 = (e1 xej xe2 —elx(e1 xe2),
p2 = (^xβ 2) X 0 J — e 1 x ( e 2 x e 1 ) , p3 = ( e 2 x e , ) xe1—e2x(e1xe1). These iden-
tities define the alternative algebras. (6) The class of Jordan algebras
is defined by the following two identities: p = e^ xe2 —e2 xe1,
q=((e, xe,) xe2) xe1-(e1 xeλ) x(^xej.

We shall not attempt a systematic investigation of identities of
algebras. However, one or two remarks may be in order. First, we
define a T-ideal in a free non-associative algebra @(§B) as an ideal
which is mapped into itself by every homomorphism of @(SS) into
itself.0 Now let {p} be a set of non-zero elements in @(§B) and let
$ be the T-ideal generated by this set. It is clear that ίδ is the
ideal generated by the images of the p e {p} under homomorphisms
of @(SS) into itself. It follows that if 31 satisfies the identities in {p}
then 21 satisfies the identities in $.

If {p} is an arbitrary set of non-zero elements in (3(33)'and $ is
the T-ideal generated by {p} then @(§B)/β is called the free algebra
based on %$ for the set of identities { p } . Since any homomorphism of
@(5B) into @(9S)/β is a product of a homomorphism of @(5S) into itself
by the natural homomorphism of @(SB) into @(2J)/5Ϊ, Sΐ is mapped into
0 by every homomorphism of @(S5) into @(3ί)/S£. It follows that the
free algebra @(33j/® satisfies the given set of identities { p } . If 91 is
any algebra satisfying these identities, then any homomorphism of
Θ(35) into SI maps ^ into 0. Hence it induces a homomorphism of the
free algebra @(35)/® into SI. It follows that any linear mapping of
@(S3)/$ into 3ί can be extended to a homomorphism of @(§B)/® into
SI. If 53 is chosen large enough so that there exist homomorphisms
of @(93) onto Si then 3ί = @(5$)/$ where $ is an ideal. Evidently
^2>5ΐ and 3ί is a homomorphic image of the free algebra @(33)/S.
Thus any algebra satisfying a set of identities is the homomorphic
image of a suitable free algebra for these identities.

The free associative algebras will be particularly important in the
sequel. We denote such an algebra by S(§8) or, if the identity is

4) For associative algebras this notion has been introduced by Specht [33]. Cf. also
Amitsur [6],
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adjoined, by S*(35). I* *s easY to see that f$(95) can also be obtained
in the following way : There is a natural isomorphism between any
two #-fold Kronecker products of 23 with itself. We shall now
simply identify all of the products by means of these isomorphisms.
The resulting space is denoted as 95®95(g) •• <g)95 and the product of
rc vectors from 95 by v,®v2® ••• ®vn. Then g(93) = 93®(s£(g)93)φ
(23®23(g)33)® ••• with the obvious multiplication.

We consider again the free non-associative algebra @(33). A sub-
set of a T-ideal in @(§B) is called a set of T-generators of the ideal
if the smallest T-ideal containing these elements is the given T-ideal.
Evidently, in considering identities, we can replace any set of
T-generators by any other.

Let e19 e2,- ,en be linearly independent elements of 33. It is
clear what is meant by a monomial (belonging to @(95)) in e19 e2, ••• , en,
by the total degree of such a monomial and by its degree in a par-
ticular et. An element p of @(S5) is called multilinear in el9 e2,~ en

if it is a liner combination of monomials in e19 e29. en all of which
are of total degree n and of degree 1 in each ei9 i = 1, 2, ••• , n.

If 33 has infinite dimensionality and if the characteristic of the
base field is suitably restricted, then any T-ideal in @(S3) has a set
of multilinear T-generators. The proof of this is quite easy but we
shall not give it. In the examples we listed above, the identities in
(l)-(3) are multilinear. In (4) we replace p by eίxe2 + e2xel. This
gives an equivalent set of identities if the characteristic of Φ is φ2.
In the alternative case (5), if the characteristic is Φ2, we can use
the multilinear identities :

( e 1 x e 2 ] xe3—e1 x(e2 xe3) — ( e 2 x e 3 ) xeλ + e2 x(e3 xej ,

(e, xez) xe.-e, x ( e 2 x e 3 ) — (e3 xe,) xe2 + e^x (e.xe,),

(eλ xe2) xe3—el x(e2 xe3} + (e2 xej xe3—e2 x(e1xe3].

In the Jordan case (6) we have to assume that the characteristic is
4=2,3. Then we can use the multilinear identities eίxe2—e2xel and

((e1 xe2) xe3) xe4+((e1 xe,) xe3] xe2±e1x({e2xe,} xe3)

- (e, xe2) x (e3 xe4) - (el xe3) x (e2 x e4) - (el x e4] x(e2xe3).

These results can be proved by a simple polarization process. In
the sequel we shall assume that the characteristic is Φ2 for Lie and
alternative algebras and =j=2, 3 for Jordan algebras.5)

5) As a matter of fact, the multilinear identity for Jordan algebras implies the original
identity if the characteristic is H= 2. We could therefore use it to define Jordan algebras of
characteristic three. With this understanding, our results will be valid also for this charac-
teristic.
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2. Bimodules for non-associative algebras satisfying identities

We consider now a fixed set {p} of multilinear identities and we
let Γ be the class of algebras satisfying these and SI a member of
JΓ. We propose to consider the simplest extension problem for SI.
Thus we take a vector space 2JΪ over Φ and we form the space
(£ — 3I0SJΉ. We retain the given multiplication in SI, define w^,, = 0
for mt G yjl and we seek to define compositions am, ma for a e SI, m 6 9JΪ
so that Gf will be an algebra in Γ and 911 will be an ideal in ®.
Since sJJί is to be an ideal, we must have am, ma 6 2JΪ. Also the con-
dition that (g be an algebra is equivalent to the bilinearity of the
compositions am, ma, that is, to the conditions

aλ, #2 ESI; m1 , w 2 € ς JJ i ; al, a2, μ19 μ2£Φ. We consider next the con-
ditions that Gr satisfy the given multilinear identities. Since these
identities are multilinear it suffices that they be satisfied for all
choices of elements out of 2JΪ and out of SI. If we choose all the
arguments in SI, then the identities do hold for SI G Γ. Also, every
product containing two elements of 3JΪ is 0. Hence, necessary and
sufficient conditions that @ € Γ are that the results of substituting one
m e ςJJί and the remaining elements in SI in the identities should be
0. These substitutions must be done in every possible way, but of
course, the resulting conditions may be redundant and reducible to a
smaller set. These conditions define the notion of a bimodule for
the algebra in the class Γ. The algebra C* = 3I03DΪ constructed from
the bimodule 9Jί is called the split null extension determined by the
given bimodule. It is clear that if SI € Γ then SI itself can be re-
garded as a bimodule relative to the multiplication compositions ma,
am defined in SI. More generally, if SI is a subalgebra of an algebra
33 G Γ then we consider S3 as an Sl-bimodule relative to the multipli-
cation compositions bά, ab, a e 31, b € S3. The notions of sub-bimodules,
difference bimodule, homomorphism, isomorphism, etc. are clear. If SI is
an algebra that contains no ideals φO whose squares are 0 then the
ideal 2Jί in the split null extension @ = 3Iφ2Jί contains every ideal
9ϊ of @ such that 9ΐ2 = 0. In this case it follows that the two
bimodules <ζΰll and 2J12 are isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism
between the corresponding split null extensions &1 = 2Ϊ09JΪ! and
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0?2 = 3102JΪ2 which is the identity on SL The converse holds without
any restriction on SL

In the associative and Lie cases the concept of a bimodule
specializes to familiar notations. Thus in the associative case, the
conditions that @ be associative are that

(a,a2) m = a,(a2m} , m(ala2) = (ma,) a2

(ajn) a2 = aλ(

These, and (1), define the usual concept of an associative bimodule for
Si. It should be noted that this includes the usual notion of a right
(left) module. For, if we have a right module with composition ma,
m^M,a^A, then we obtain a bimodule by setting am = 0. In the
Lie case we obtain the usual notion of a Lie bimodule, in which we
have

am = — ma
( 3 )

m(a1a2) = (maj a2 — (ma2] al .

Since am = —ma, we can drop βne of these compositions and we may
consider 3Jί as just a right (or left) module relative to Si.

The purpose of this paper is the study of alternative and Jordan
bimodules. Hence we shall define these formally in the following
two definitions.

Definition 2. 1. Let SI be an alternative algebra. An alternative
bimodule for Sί is a vector space 5Jί together with two compositions
am, ma for a in 91, m in 2Ji such that am, ma e ςJJΐ, the bilinearity con-
dition (1) hold and

A(a1 , m, a2] = —A(m, aλ , a2] = A(a2 , aί , m}

= -A(a2, m, a,}

where, in general,

Definition 2. 2. If $ is a Jordan algebra, a Jordan bimodule is a
vector space 9JΪ with bilinear compositions ma, am, a^^s, m£ ςjft, am and
maeyjl such that

am = ma

= (m(a2a3)) «1
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where, in general,

*Λ •"**=( '" ((*A)*3) ••• **)•

As in the Lie case, it is clear that a Jordan bimodule can also be
considered as just a Jordan right or left module. Since am = ma,
nothing is lost in dropping one of the compositions. The condition
for a right module is the one given above. For a left module we
have a corresponding condition in which the #'s appear to the left of
TO. In the sequel the term Jordan module will be used for right
Jordan module.

3. Relations to associative algebras

It is clear from the definitions that associative algebras are alter-
native. Thus the notion of an alternative algebra is a generalization
of that of an associative algebra. It is well known that Lie and
Jordan algebras are also closely related to associative ones. For Lie
algebras the relation is as follows. Let §1 be an arbitrary associative
algebra and define \_ab~] = άb—ba in 31. If one replaces the associative
multiplication ab by the Lie multiplication [<zδ] one obtains a Lie
algebra SIZ. Moreover, it is well known ([8] and [36]) that every
Lie algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a suitable Lie algebra
3IZ. In a similar manner one obtains Jordan algebras from associative
ones. Here we replace the associative composition ab by the Jordan
multiplication {ab} = ab + ba. The result is a Jordan algebra 31^. The
situation is, however, somewhat different from the Lie case, since it
is known that there exist Jordan algebras which are not subalgebras
of any SIj . One must therefore distinguish two types of Jordan alge-
bras : the special ones which are isomorphic to subalgebras of alge-
bras of the form 31 j , SI associative and the exceptional ones which are
not. If 31 is an alternative algebra, then it is well known (cf. [37])
that any two elements of 51 generate an associative subalgebra. Since
the defining Jordan identities are functions of pairs of elements, it
is clear that if 31 is alternative then the algebra 31 j- obtained by sub-
stituting {ab} = ab + ba for ab in SI is a Jordan algebra. However, it
is not difficult to see that these algebras are all special ([32] p. 3).

The relations which we have indicated have counterparts in the
theory of bimodules for alternative and Jordan algebras. First, let 31
be alternative, sJJϊ a vector space and am and ma bilinear compositions
defined for #631, me ςJJί with values am, ma e 2JΪ such that (2) holds.
Then 3Jt and the two compositions evidently define a bimodule for SI.
A bimodule of this type will be called an associative bimodule for the
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alternative algebra SI. Next let 3f be a Jordan algebra and let 9Jί be
a vector space, ma a bilinear composition into sJJi such that

It is easy to verify that 50i and w# define a Jordan (right) module
for $. A module of this type will be called special.

Now suppose that 50Z is both a special left module and a special
right module for $. Thus we have compositions ma and #m satisfying
(6) and the corresponding left condition (ab) m = a(bm)-\-b(am). We
assume also that we have the associativity (or operator commutativity)
condition: (am)b = a(mb). We now define a new bilinear composition

( 7 ) {ma} = ma + am

in 50Ϊ. Then we can verify that 50Ϊ and { } constitute a new Jordan
module. We shall call this module the sum of the given two commmut-
ing special modules.

In a certain sense one can form the sum of any two special
modules for a Jordan algebra $. Then let 501 x and 3JΪ2 be two such
modules and let iϋί = sJJί1®9JΪ2 . Then it is clear that we can define
compositions ma and am in TO by setting

a =

^ = mla®mz .

These define 90Ϊ as a left and a right Jordan module so that the
associativity conditions hold. Hence

defines another Jordan module in 508. We shall call this module the
Kronecker sum of the two given special modules for g.

We again suppose that SI is alternative and that 90ΐ is an arbi-
trary bimodule for SI. Then it is easy to deduce from the defining
conditions (4) that

m(ab + ba) = (ma) b + (mb) a

(ab-ϊba) m = a(

Evidently these relations mean that 2Jί is a special left and a special
right module for the Jordan algebra SIj. While these two special
modules do not in general satisfy the associativity condition, it is
nevertheless true that the composition {ma} =ma + am defines another
Jordan module for SI, (cf. [32] p. 3).
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4. Birepresentations. Universal associative algebras

Up to this point we have emphasized the module point of view
in the representation theory. It is fundamental also to consider the
strictly representation approach in which the linear mappings
Ra : m -> ma and La : m -» am play the predominant role. The concept
of bimodule for an algebra SI in a class of algebras defined by mul-
tilinear identities is equivalent to that of birepresentation for SI in Γ.
We describe this to consist of a pair of linear mappings a -+ Ra,
a -> La of SI into the space of linear transformations of a vector space
2Jί where the La and Ra satisfy relations which are imposed on the
mappings m -> am, m -> ma in a bimodule for SI. We shall not attempt
to make this explicit in the general case but shall confine our atten-
tion to the two cases of intesest here. These are given in the follow-
ing definitions.

Definition 4.1. If SI is an alternative algebra we define an [alter-
native] birepresentation (L, R) for SI by linear transformations in the
vector space 2Jί as two linear mappings L:a-+La, (R:a->Ra of 31
into the space of linear transformations of 27Z into itself such that

\_La1Ra2j '==z Rai&2 — •^^1Ra2 — ^a2al — LaJ^a2

— LRa1La2']

where, as usual, [JST] = XY- YX).

Definition 4.2. If Qf is a Jordan algebra, we define a (Jordan]
birepresentation (L, R) for $ by linear transformations in a vector
space 2JΪ as two linear mappings L : a -> La, R : a -> Ra of £y into the
space of linear transformations- in 3Jί such that

L a = Ra

RaίRa2Ra3 4- Ra3Ra2Raλ 4- Ra1a3a2 = Ra^a^

+ Ra2Raίa3+Ra^Raίa2 = Ra2a3Ra1+Ra1a3Ra2

-f R-a^a^Ra^

If we drop the Lα we have a representation for $. The concept
of bimodule and birepresentation are equivalent in the following
sense: If 9Jί is a bimodule for SI or £5 then the linear mappings
La : m -> dw and 7?α : m -> wα define a birepresentation. Conversely, if
a birepresentation acting in 3K is given, then the composition
w# ̂  mRa and β:̂  ̂  wLΛ define Wl as a bimodule. In a similar
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fashion, the notion of an associative bimodule for an alternative alge-
bra SI is equivalent to an associative birepresentation (L, R) defined by
the conditions

(11) Raίa2 — RaJRa2 > \_Laβaz\ =1 0 > La^2 — La2La1

We remark that if we know that (L, R) is a birepresentation for the
alternative algebra Sί, then any one of the conditions (11) is sufficient
that it be associative. If $ is a Jordan algebra then a special (bi)
representation S for ^ is a linear mapping a -> Sa such that

(12) oa±a2 = ί^Sfl.j + OβgSfl! .

If S(1) and S(2) are two such representations acting in the same space,
the associativity condition for modules corresponds to the requirement
that [S^S ]̂ = 0 for all a, b. In this case the mapping Ra = S™ + S™
define a representation (in the general sense) which we call the sum
of the two commuting special representations.

In considering a set of linear transformations it is often useful
to pass to the enveloping associative algebra, that is, the (associative)
algebra generated by the set. In the case of a birepresentation, the
study of this enveloping algebra of the La and the Ra is facilitated
by the introduction of the universal associative algebra for the
birepresentations. Suppose first that SI is alternative. Let 55 = 31® 21'
where SΓ is a vector space isomorphic to SI under a correspondence
a -> af. We now form the free associative algebra g(93) and the dif-
ference algebra 11(21) = g(33)/SΪ where ίϊ is the ideal in g generated
by the elements of the following types :

(13) ala2 —

0, e 31

Let α denote the coset of #e2ί in U(2ί) and a! that of tf'621' and
denote multiplication in U(2I) in the usual way (by ®). Then we
have the relations (9) for α7, α (in place of Lay Ra). It follows that
if (L, R) is a birepresentation of 3ί then of -> Lα , a -> Ra define a
representation (in the usual sense) of the associative algebra 11(31).
Thus we can consider 2Jί as a right (associative) U(Sί)-module. Con-
versely, any right U(2l)-module defines an alternative §I-bimodule.
For these reasons we shall call U(§ί) the universal associative algebra
for the birepresentations (bimodules} of §ί. Every alternative algebra has
a birepresentation which is 1-1 in the sense that a -> La and a -» Ra
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are 1-1. Thus, if 21 has an identity then the regular birepresentation
(3JΪ = 21) has this property and if 21 does not have an identity then
the regular birepresentation of 21 acting in the algebra 2I + Φ1
obtained by adjoining an identity has the property. (One verifies
that 21-ι-Φl is alternative.) It now follows that the mapping a->ά of
21 into 11(21) is 1-1. We may therefore identify 21 with this image in
11(21). Similarly, af-*άf is 1-1 and we may identify 21' with its image
in U(2I). It is also convenient to consider 21' as an (alternative) alge-
bra which is anti-isomorphic to 21 by means of the correspondence
a -> af. Thus we introduce the multiplication a'V = (bay. In the
sequel we shall make these identifications and introduce the multi-
plication indicated in 21'. The alternative multiplication in 21 and 21'
will be distinguished from the associative multiplication in 11(21) by
the use of the notation ® for the latter.

If $ is a Jordan algebra, we form the free associative algebra
S($) for the vector space $5 and we work modulo the ideal $ gener-
ated by the elements :

(14)
I

The algebra !!($) ==f$(3f)/$ is called the universal associative algebra
for the representations [modules] of $. As in the alternative case, any
representation of $ determines one of the associative algebra U(£v)
and conversely. Also since there exist 1-1 representations of $> we
can identify 3> with a subset of U(3f).

The introduction of the universal associative algebras for the
birepresentations enables one to split the representation problem into
two parts: (1) determination of the structure of 11, [2] representation
theory for the associative algebra 11. In practice, however, it seems
to be difficult to treat (1) as a separate problem. Only in some
special cases is it feasible to attack this directly.

It is useful at times to consider also the enveloping Lie algebra
of the La and Ra furnished by a birepresentation. For this purpose
one needs the Lie relations connecting the R's and the L's. In the
alternative case these are

— -^2

( 15 ) [ AA] ~ lanRlan - ~ [,
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In the Jordan case, we have

(16)

One can also introduce universal Lie algebras for these relations, but

we shall not require these in the sequel.0

5 . Properties of the universal associative algebras

Let $ be a Jordan algebra and U($) ^> $ the universal associative
algebr.a. We note first that !!($) has an involution which is character-
ized by the property that the elements of $ are self -adjoint. It is
well known and trivial that the free associative algebra f$($) has an
involution such that the elements of the generating subspace $ are
self -adjoint. This involution will induce an involution in U($) = S(3>)/®
provided that it maps ® into itself. To see that this is the case we
observe that the generators of the second type listed in (14) are skew
relative to the involution in $ while a generator of the first type is
mapped into a1®a2®a3 + a3®a2®a1 + a1a3a2 — a2a3®a1—a1a3®a2 — a1a
and this is expressible in terms of the given generators. Since
is generated by S, it is clear that the involution in U($) is the only
one which leaves invariant the elements of $. We shall call this
involution the fundamental involution in U(3f)

We shall introduce next several other universal associative alge-
bras for a Jordan algebra and shall consider their relation to U(3>).
The first of these is the universal associative algebra for the special
representations. This is defined to be the algebra 11, (3ί) = δ(3>)/®,
where ®s is the ideal in g(3) generated by the elements of the form
a®b + b®a — ab. We denote the coset a + &s of a in 11, (3ί) by as. Then
it is clear that if a -» Sa is a special representation of $, as -» Sa

determines a representation of the associative algebra 11, . More gener-
ally, if a -> a is a homomorphism of $ into any special Jordan algebra
93 j , then as->ά can be extended to a homomorphism of 11, into 33.
The algebra 11, has been used before for the study of homomor-
phisms of Jordan algebras into special ones ([9] and C15]). Evidently
the mapping a -> as is 1-1 if and only if $ is a special Jordan algebra.
Since every special representation is a representation of $ and since Us

has a 1-1 representation, a -> as can be extended to a homomorphism
of U($) onto U,O). The algebra 11, has an involution which leaves the
elements as fixed. This follows from the observation that the gener-

6) For the Jordan case this has been done, in Jacobson [21].
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ators a®b + b®a—ab of the ideal Stβ are self -ad joint. Since the involu-
tion in Us is characterized by its property of leaving the aβ invariant,
we shall call it the fundamental involution in U,(3f).

Now suppose that ^ is a Jordan algebra with an identity element
1. A module 2Jί for $ will be called unital if ml — m for all m e 9Jί.
In considering these modules one introduces the universal associative
algebra for the unital representions. This is the algebra U^Sf) = S(3>)/®ι
where ^1 is the ideal generated by the $ used to define tt($) and
the elements a®l— a, \®a—a, ae£$. The problem of determining
the structure of U($) can be reduced to this problem for U,(3>) and
UΛ3) for it is known that U(3) ^lU^ΘUJS) (in the algebra sense).0

In !!,($) we have the relations 2 l2 = lg and lt«t -f «tlf = Λ, . From
these it follows that u,= 2Λs is the identity element of ΐl,(3ί) Hence
in considering special representations it is natural to assume that

S1 — -=- 1. It is clear that the sum of two commuting special modules

^of this type is unital.
Now form the Kronecker product algebra Us(g)Us and let U<2)($)

denote the subalgebra of tts®tts generated by the elements a2 = as®u
+ u®as. Let S(1) and S(2) be two commuting special representations

with 8^ = ̂ -. Then the mappings ag®u -> S<υ, u®at -> S™ homo-

morphisms mapping the identity element 12 of U,®!!, onto the iden-
tity transformation. It follows that these homomorphisms can be
extended to a homomorphism of 1̂ ®!̂  onto the algebra generated
by the S^1) and the S£°. Hence we have a homomorphism of U^2)(.^)
mapping a2 — as®u + u®as onto Ra = S£* + S^2) . For this reason we
shall refer to UC

S

2)($5) as the universal associative algebra of sums of com-
muting special representations. Since 12 is the identity element of

it follows easily that there is a homomorphism of U^Sf) onto
mapping a1 onto a2 . We can now summarize the relations

among the various universal associative algebras for a Jordan algebra
with an identity in the following diagrams :

(17) Π =

In a number of important cases the homomorphism of H1 onto
is an isomorphism. In these cases the problem of determining

the structure of tt is . largely reduced to that of tts. An important
tool for establishing the isomorphism of M1 and U£° is the following
general criterion.

7) Jacobson [21], p. 517.
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Theorem 5.1. Let $ be a special Jordan algebra, 3JI a module for
$ and @ = £v0ΌJί the corresponding split null extension. Then 9Jί is
isomorphic to a submodule of a sum of two commuting special modules if
and only if © is special.

Proof. Assume first that 2ft is ismorphic to a submodule of a
sum 9Ϊ of two commuting special modules. Then Gf = 3f03JΪ is isomor-
phic to a subalgebra of the extension SΦ5R. Hence we may assume
that 9K is a sum of two commuting special modules. Thus we have
two commuting special compositions am, ma in 9JΪ and the given com-
position is {am} = am + ma. Let Us be the universal associative alge-
bra of the special representations of $f and let aβ denote the element
in this algebra corresponding to a e 3>. If we set asm = am, mas — ma,
then we can consider Wl as a biomodule for U s. This is clear since
(asm) bs = as(mbs). We can therefore construct the corresponding asso-
ciative null extension U,®9W. Since $ is special, a -> as is 1-1 hence
a + m-*as+m is 1-1 of © into Us©9Jί. Since

(as+m}(bs + m'} + (bs + m'}(as + m] = (ab)s + {m'a} + {mb},

a + m -+ as + m is an isomorphism of © into the Jordan algebra (U^φaJί)^.
Hence 6 is special. Conversely, assume that © = $®3JΪ is special.
Then we have an isomorphism Θ of (£ into 31 ,̂ 31 associative. Now
we can consider 31 as a special ^-module in two ways by setting
va = vaθ, aυ — aθυ, a e $, v e SI. These two modules commute so that
we can form their sum in which the composition is {va} = va + av.
Evidently 2JΪΘ is a submodule of this module. Since {mθa} = (wθαβ

+ aθmθ) = (ma)θ, Θ is a module isomorphism of 9Ή onto 2Rβ. Hence 3K
is isomorphic to a submodule of a sum of two commuting special
modules.

The theory of the universal associative algebra for the birepresen-
tations of an alternative algebra 21 does not appear to be as interest-
ing or as useful as that of a Jordan algebra. We note only that 11(31)
has an involution which exchanges the element α G 31 and its image
α' G SI7. We recall finally a fundamental result which is common to
the two theories : The universal associative algebra of the birepresen-
tations of an alternative or a Jordan algebra of finite dimensions is
finite dimensional ([21] p. 519 and [32] p. 10).

6. Peirce decompositions

Let 31 be alternative and α -> Rα, α -» Lα a birepresentation of 31
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acting in 9JI. The defining conditions give [#«£«] = 0. Hence if
e2 = e then, by (9), R2

e = Re, L2

e = Le. These relations imply that we
have a Peirce decomposition of 2)ϊ relative to e, that is,

(18) m =
where

(19) SDΐij

Assume next that Si has an identity element 1. Then we have the
Peirce decomposition (18) for e = l. Moreover, {R1Ra}=2Ra. This,
and Rl = R, imply that R ,Ra ̂ Ra = RaR, . Similarly, L,La = La= LaL, .
It follows that [ί?̂ ] = 0 = [_L1Ra'] and these relations imply that the
Wits in the Peirce decomposition are sub-bimodules of 2JΪ. In the
sub-bimodule 2Jδ0(» we have Rl = Q = L1. This implies that Ra = 0 = La

for all a in SL Hence 2Jί00 is a trivial bimodule in which the
birepresentation is 0. In the submodule 2Jί01 we have L1 = 0, Rj_ = 1.
Hence La = 0 and RaRb = Rab . Thus this bimodule is associative
similarly the bimodule 3JΪ10 is associative.

Assume now that 2ft is unital and let {et\i = 1, 2, ••• , r} be a set
of orthogonal idempotent elements in Si such that 2 et = l The
argument used before shows that if 0 is idempotent and a satisfies

ea = α - 00, then #α#e = l?β = £e#α , LαLe = Lβ = LeLα and [tfβLβ] - 0
= [L^J. If gΛ = 0 = ̂ , then fa = a = af for f= 1-e. It follows
that RaRe = 0 - ReRa , LαLc - 0 = LeLa , [7?eLα] - 0 = [LβJ?β], In par-
ticular, we see that the Rei(L6i) are orthogonal idempotent elements
whose sum is 1 and that the R€i commute with the Lej. It follows
that we have the Peirce decomposition

(20) aw = i]«, j=ι

where Σ ® denotes direct sum and

(21) Wiό = { mtj 1 0rw4J = §ir

Next let SI = S^θS^® — θSίr where the SI£ are ideals. Then
1 = Σ wi > α* 6 ̂  an(l t*16 α« are orthogonal idempotent elements. Let
2R r=r sjjioι be a bimodule in which L1 = 0, 1?! = 1. Then it is easy to
see that 3Jί = Σ ®3K« , 2Jίc = SJΪ̂ , and this is a sub-bimodule which
is annihilated by all the SI^ΦSI^ A similar remark can be made for
bimodules of the type 2JΪ = SDΪ10 . Next suppose that sJJί is unital.
Suppose (20) is the Peirce decomposition of SDΐ relative to these idem-
potents. If ai e SI4 , aiui = at = utat and atUj = 0 = ̂ ^ for yΦί. It
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follows that Rat and Laι commute with all the RUlc, LUk. Hence, the
RUί and LUί commute with all the Ra and La . It follows that the <D?4J

are sub-bimodules of the unital bimodule ςlft. As before, if ίφ.;,
then 9JΪ^ is associative. Moreover, ai -> Laί is an antihomomorphism of
*&t into the algebra of linear transformations in 9Ji^ and aό -» Raj is a
homomorphism of St^ into this algebra. Also, 3Jϊί<;2Ifc = 0 = 3Iβ

ςJftίfc for
AΦί, y. It remains to consider the 3W44 . One sees that these are untial
Sl^-bimodules which are annihilated left and right by the Sϊj , yφί.

Similar results hold for Jordan algebras. Thus let e be an idem-
potent element in a Jordan algebra $ and let a ~>Ra be a represen-
tation of ft in 2K. Then #e(#e-l)(2#e-l) = 0 so that we have the
Peirce decomposition

(22) 2Λ = 2

where

(23) 5Dll={w4|nf</?β = ίiffi}.

If £ = 1 is the identity element in ft then [J^^α] = 0 for all a. Hence
the ySlt in the Peirce decomposition for 1 are submodules. Since, for
m G 2»,

m\άb-\-mbά\.+m(άb} =

m(ab) =

in ςDΐ0 and SDΐi. Thus these are special ft-modules. As a matter of
fact, it is clear that 3Jϊ0 is a trivial module in which ma = Q. The
module ίϋl1 is unital.

r

Now let yJl be unital and let 1 = Σ et where the et are orthogonal
1

idempotent elements. Then we have the Peirce decomposition

(24) m=
if j

where

5W«= {w<t |w<tβ4 = W M }

(25) .
a»4J = ̂  — {w4 J | ίff4^

This follows directly from the well-known Peirce decomposition of a
Jordan algebra applied to the split null extension @ = ftφ9Jί.8) We
have ® = Σθ®*j and 3K4J = e^nSDl. We recall also the following
well-known relations

8) Cf. Albert [2], p. 558.
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(26) e?,^e«, eA = eA£

for /, y, feΦ. All other products of the terms in the Peirce decomposi-
tion are 0. These relations imply relations connecting the terms of
the Peirce decomposition of $ relative to the ei and those of the

decomposition of 9Jί.
T

Assume next that $ = Σ ©3ft where the $« are ideals and
1

1 = Σ #i » αi ^ % We consider first a special module 3JΪ = 30ΐι and
we note that we can decompose such a module as a direct sum of
submodules $DΪ4 such that 2W4 is annihilated by all the S^Φ^ 9)

Suppose next that 2JΪ is unital. Then -the ί̂<; = 0, for /φ/, in the
Peirce decomposition of $ relative to the et = w4 and

(27) 3H«,&^2»ij, 3W, ,.& = () if

Hence the 9D?4J are submodules of 3JZ. Also, it is clear that 2JΪ44 is a
unital ^-module which is annihilated by the other $j . In 3Jί4J ,

we have ^?Wί = — 1 = 7?MJ . Hence this module is a special $,- and

^-module, annihilated by all the other $fc . If we take m — mtj in

yjlij and the elements α 4, ff4G3>4, a j £ $ } j in the defining equations (5),
we obtain m^^a^a^ — mi2a5ai . Hence iϋϊ^ is a sum of two commuting
special modules one of which is essentially a ^-module, the other
essentially a ^-module. These considerations reduce the study of a
unital ^-module to that of sums of these special ^-modules and to
unital ^-modules (the 9KM).

II. MATRIX ALGEBRAS

7 . Canonical involutions in matrix algebras

In the theory of Jordan algebras we shall have to consider matrix
algebras over alternative algebras and certain types of involutions in
these algebras. A number of the results which will be required are
valid also for matrix algebras over arbitrary non-associative algebras.
Hence we shall begin our considerations with these.

Let ® be an arbitrary algebra with an identity 1 and let ®w

denote the algebra of nxn matrices with entries in ®. If, as usual,
we let etj be the matrix with a 1 in the (/, j) position and O's else-
where then

9) Cf. [15], p. 146.
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(28) *«*.* = Mil > Σ*«=l>

2', y, £,/= 1, ••-,«. It is also immediate that the 0W are in the nucleus,
that is, in the subalgebra of elements a which associate with the
pairs x, y in the sense that

A(ay x, y) = A(x, ay y) = A(x, y, a] = 0 .

If 3t is any non-associative algebra with an identity element, a system
of n2 etj in the nucleus of 31 satisfying (28) is called a set of matrix
units in St.

PROPOSITION 7. 1. If §1 is a (non-associative) algebra with an iden-
tity and {%} is a set of n2 matrix units in 3ί, then 31 ̂ ®w where ®
is the subalgebra of elements of 3ί which commute with all the eiό .

The usual proof of the associative special case goes over without
change. We remark that the associativity of the etj with all xyy
is needed to prove that the subset ® of elements commuting with
the eiό is a subalgebra. In the sequel we identify 31 with ®w and we
write Sl='S)n.

Suppose now that the algebra ® has an involution d -> d (that
is, an anti-isomorphism of period two). Then we can define an involu-

tion a -> <z* in 31 by setting a* = Σ diόeόi for a = Σ dt3etj , dtj e ®. An
involution of this type in 31 = ®w will be called standard. More gener-

ally, let 7X = 1, 7 2 > ••• >7» be self -adjoint (% = 7^) elements in the
nucleus of ® having inverses, then we have the involution

(29) a = Σ dwew -> Σ 77^7*^

in ®w . Such an involution is called canonical. We have the follow-
ing characterization.

PROPOSITION 7. 2. Let 31 be an algebra with an identity element 1
which possesses an involution a —> a*. Then 31 = ®?2 and a -> a* is
canonical (standard) if and only if 31 possesses a set of n2 matrix

units {ei3} such that

The proof of the associative special case given by Jacobson and
Rickart [23] carries over without change for the canonical involution.
This implies the result for standard involutions.

We consider now the Jordan structure of 31. Thus we introduce
the Jordan composition {xy} — xy+yx. This is, of course, commutative
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but it need not satisfy the second Jordan identity. Nevertheless, we
denote the system SI relative to the given addition and scalar multi-
plication and the Jordan composition {xy} as SIj-. Suppose that SI
has an involution a -> a*. Then the subset φ of self -adjoint elements
of SI is a subalgebra of SI^. We consider now the case in which
21 — ®Λ and the involution is given by (29). We assume also that the
characteristic of the base field is Φ2.

A subset of 21 or 3) will be called self -adjoint if it is mapped into
itself by the given involutions in these rings. An element 5 is called
skew if s* = —s. Let @ denote the set of skew elements in SI. If S3
and K are subsets of an algebra, then we write pBGΓ] for the set of
sums ΣO], δe33, ce(£ and {SBS} for the set of sums Σ (be}. One
verifies that if @ and § are defined as before, then [ξ>ξ>] C @,

PROPOSITION 7. 3. Let SI = ®M , n > 3, have a canonical involution
where ® is any (non-associative) algebra with an identity. Let ξ>
and @ be as above and let ®+ and ®~, respectively, denote the sets
of self -adjoint and skew elements of '®. Then the dimensionality

dim (@-

so that @ = [£>£>] if ®- = [®-®-] + [®+®+]. In any case

so that Sl =

Proof. The elements of @ are sums of elements of the form
. Assume /, j, k Φ and form the commutator of
with e^ + ̂ ^^e^ to obtain de^—^d^e^. This shows

that all the skew elements of the form deij—yjldyieji> iφj, are in
We note next that

is in [ξ>ξ>].' This shows that if we supplement C^ξ>] with the sub-
space of elements qe119 ^G®~, then we obtain the whole of @. On
the other hand, if p19 p2£<S)+ then LP1p2']ell = [p1elιy ^2^n]e[§ξ)] and
if ql = dl — dιy q2 = d2 — d2 e®" then

if 1, 7, fe are Φ. Since the 7j , γfc and % are in the nucleus we can
use the Jacobi identity to show that the right hand side is in
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Thus we see that it suffices to supplement
by a subspace of elements qe^ where q is chosen in a comple-

ment of [®+®+]-f [®~®~] in ®~. This proves the first statement.
To prove the second we note that

Hence the addition of the space of these elements gives @.
Evidently, Prop. 7. 2 implies that the subalgebra of 31 generated

by ξ> is 51.
We shall now introduce certain notations which will be useful

throughout this section. If d e® and ί, j = 1, 2, ••• , n, then we set

(30) rf[f/] - detj + 7j
ld7lf!jt = dβij + (deίό}* .

Every element of ξ) is a sum of elements d[ij"]. We have the Jordan
relations

(31)

(32)

if d,/e® and i, j, £ are Φ. Set

(33)

Theorem 7. 1. L0/ Si = ®w λtfflg <2 canonical involution and assume
. Let {&} be the collection of self -adjoint subalgebras of ® contain-

ing the 74, γ^1 ^^^ (3f) ^ collection of self -adjoint ideals in ®. Then
the mappings © -> GCWA£>, $5 -» 3f n A© <^r^ 1-1 onto the set of subalgebras
of ξ> containing the uίjy eu and onto the set of ideals of § (relative to { }),
respectively. The ideal ^ satisfies $2 = 0 if and only if the Jordan
square {^nξ), 3 f n A © } = 0 .

Proof. We consider first any subspace ^ of § which is closed
under Jordan composition with the elements eti, utj. Let @ denote
the subset of ® of elements which appear as entries for the matrices
belonging to ffl. Let k = Σ di}e^} , dtj e ®, be in β. Since

{ {keu} eit} - {keu} = 2eukeu ,

eukeu = dueu e β. If ί φj then du[_ij"] = { rfwew , % } 6 ί£ . Also

Since ^ ̂  ξ), this element is < [̂j/]. Thus we see that © can be
characterized as the set of elements de® such that rf[ί/]eS for
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some ιΦ/. Since d\kj~\ = {#H , d[ij~}} and rf[ιfe] = {rf[(/'], α^} for
2>./>£φ, £/[&/]£$ for every rfe@ and £φ/. This implies that © is a
subspace of 35. Since

rf[«]€fl for all / and all rfe@. Evidently ^ C ^ A © W . On the
other hand, if Σ d^e^ e § and the d^eis e @, then Σ rfo = Σ

~Σ dii[ii~] ^ ® Hence $ = ξ> A @M . Now assume that β is a subalgebra
Z i

of ξ) containing the %. Then $ satisfies our conditions and so
βr=zξ)A(5w where © is defined above. It is clear from (31) that Gf is
a subalgebra of 35. Since wίl^=yi(ell+eii) and w?4 = γΓVn + ̂ i)* f" ^> 1>
@ contains the elements 7, and 7^. Since

(34)

it is clear that © is self-adjoint. It is now easy to conclude the proof
of the first assertion of the theorem. The second is obtained in
exactly the same way. The last statement is an immediate con-
sequence of (31).

Let the eit and utj , /Φ/, be defined as before. We shall now list
a number of Jordan relations connecting these elements, as follows :

(35)

if ί, y, k are Φ. All the other Jordan products of these elements with
the exception of {utjuκj} are 0.

LEMMA. Let x and y be elements of an associative algebra with
an identity such that xy +yx = 2 = x2y2 +y2x2 , x2y +yx2 = 2x. Then
%y = 1 = yx.

Proof. Our first relation gives x2y + xyx = 2x = xyx+yx2. Since
x2y +yx2 = 2x9 this implies x2y = xyx = jv^:2 = ̂ . Then #2jy2 = jv^2jy
= y2χ2 = xy. Since Λ:2j2-f y2x2 = 2 this gives x2y2 — 1 = ̂ 2^r2. Hence
xy = 1 and yx = 1.

The essence of the situation we are considering is that we have
a subalgebra of an §1̂  containing eti, % satisfying the Jordan rela-
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tions we have listed. Thus we have the following result.

Theorem 7. 2. Let 2ΐ be a (non-associative] algebra with an element
1 and let ξ> be a subalgebra of Stj containing elements eίίy uij9 iφj, in
the nucleus satisfying (35). Assume , moreover, that all the other Jordan
products of the e's and u's are 0 w ί/A the exception of {u^u^j}, that
Σ £« = 1 ΛW^ ^^ w > 3. TAew 21 = ®w . L<?/ Sy fe anti-isomorphίc to
S under a mapping d ~> df , whence d1 4- rf/ -» ί/2 -f rf/ is <z# involution in
®φ®'. TA0w ξ> is isomorphic to the subalgebra of self-adjoint elements
of an τ$nj where $ is a self-adjoint subalgebra of 3)0®' and the involu-
tion in τ$nj is canonical.

Proof. The first relation shows that the eit are idempotent and
our assumption is that these elements are orthogonal: ettejj = Q, z'Φ/.
The second line in (35) gives eHu^eu = 0 = e^u^e^ and

Hence uij = euuijejj + ejjuijeu and uii = (eii + eίs) %(^ + ̂ j) This implies

Thus βu + ejj acts as the identity for utj and u^. The last two lines
of (35) and the lemma now imply

Now set glt = e^u^M, gίλ = e^u^e,, , i = 2," •--,«. Then

in 8n = euun uιίeiί = ^i (e^ + ̂ «) ^« = ett .

Hence if we put gti = eti, gij=giίglj for 1, /, jφ, then the ^Λz thus
defined form a set of n2 matrix units. It follows that SI = ®w where
® is the subalgebra of SI of elements which commute with the g fcj.
This proves the first assertion. Also, since for i^>1.9 ult = e^u^e^
+ 0«αι<0n> un = 7ιigιt + 7iίSiι where the γ's are in the nucleus of Φ.
Since glt = e11ulieii, uli = gli + <yt'gtl, <γt' in the nucleus. Similarly
««ι =ftι+7<^ιo 7< in the nucleus. Since «4lαlβ = ̂ X14-^ = α]4α41 ,
7/ = 7Γ1- Set 7l = γ/ = 1, since utj = {u^u^} for 1, /, Φ,

(36) utj=gij + 7j
lγigji

holds for all i, Φ.

Let ΛΓ e ξ). Then ^M^α = - - {{ eux } eu } — { eux } and, if i φ j,
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e«xejj + ejjxeu = { { eux } eόj } e ξ>. Set xu = etixeti , xtj = euxe^ + e^*e<4 = Λτ,4

for z'Φy and £>fcz = {xkl\x eξ)}. Then Φ = ΣθΦ*z We can write
fc<z

*« = λ«(*«)£io *u = λ^(*4J)£4J + λJ4(*w)£<;4, ίφy, where λ^), λ^(^),
'λjifatj) £*&• Let 35' be anti-isomorphic to ® under a mapping d->df.
Then ®φ®r has the involution dl + d2'-*d2 + dl' , rf4€®. Let 8= {λ12(#12)
4-(γ 2λ 2 1(Λ: 1 2)) / |Λ: 1 2 e§12}. This is a subgroup of the additive group of
Sφ®7. Take Λ Γ 1 2 , yl2e&l2 and calculate

y ({^12^23} {^12^31)} =^1 2(^1 2)X1 2(^1 2)i

This shows that

Hence f j is a subring of ®0®x. We calculate next

which shows that 7 2λ 2 1(jtr 1 2)-f(λ 1 2(Λ; 1 2)) / e S Thus g is self-adjoint.
We write next the following relations

If we recall that 7X = 1, these imply that

(37) \j(^j} + (7^ji(^j)7TlY^

for all i^j. It is easy to see that f γ t g l l 9 7^1^Γιι^Φ If we set these
= xίl we see that rt = yt + y/9 ΓΓ1 = γ^+ίγ/)'1 ^S?

\^e now define for i<^j

(38) - Mtjfaj) = λ,,(%)

(39) MJ4(^) - λ,,(%) -f (

Then MJ^XIJ) = ΓγM^(xi5} Γt where the bar refers to the involution
in g. We can verify that

(40) MnUXtjyj*}) - MtJ(xtJ) MJk(y^) ,

(41) Mw({ *wj^ } ) - Mw(jrw) M,,(Λ,) , ί

(42) M« ( { xuyu } } - {Mu(xu} Mu(yu) } .

We now introduce the matrix algebra g^ with matrix units
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/, j r= 1, 2, ••- , n and we consider the linear mapping of φ into %n such
that

xtj-+MtJ(xtJ) GV + MJ^XV) Gjίy ί <y

x« -* Ma(xu) Gu.

It is clear that this is 1-1. We can now verify directly that

x\3 - (MtJ(xtJ) G0+MJ4(*W)-GJ4)
2.

This relation together with (39)—(42) shows that we have an isomor-
phism of ξ> into gnj . It is easy to verify that the image under this
isomorphism is the set of self-adjoint elements relative to the canonical
involution in %n defined by Γ = diag {Γ\, Γ2, ••• , Γn}. This com-
pletes the proof.

We return now to the original notation: SI = ®n with a canonical
involution given by diag{ 7 l, γ29 ,yn}9 7l = 1, ξ> the subalgebra of
Stj of self-adjoint elements.

Theorem 7. 3. Let SI = 3)Λ have a canonical involution and let ξ> be
the subalgebra of SIj- of self-adjoint elements. Assume n ̂  3. Let S be
a homomorphism of ξ> into an algebra 33j such that the es

iiy us

i3 are in
the nucleus of the subalgebra of 33 generated by the image of ξ> under
S. Then S can be extended in one and only one way to a homomorphism
of §1 into 33.

Proof. We may as well assume that the subalgebra of 93 gener-
ated by φ* is 33 itself. Then Is is the identity element of 93 and the
u8

fj satisfy the condition (35). We may therefore use these to con-
struct matrix units in 93 and obtain a representation of 93 as &n. The
remainder of the proof can be carried out exactly as in the associa-
tive special case considered by Jacobson and Rickart C^3]. We
remark that the uniqueness of the extended homomorphism is an im-
mediate consequence of the fact the enveloping algebra (i. e. subalge-
bra of Sί generated) of ξ> is §t itself.

An important feature of the present method is the complete
arbitrariness of the algebra ®. This permits a uniform treatment of a
number of interesting special cases. We shall not attempt to list
these but shall be content to call attention to one which will be
needed later : the case of §1̂  = ©WJ itself. 1(° To obtain this algebra
as an algebra ξ> we introduce the algebra ®r anti-isomorphic to ®
relative to the involution d —> d'. As in the proof of Th. 7.2 we

10) A number of other examples are given in [23], pp. 311-313,
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define the involution dλ + d2' -> rf/ f 6?2 in the algebra ®0®' which we
now denote as f$. Let <ξ> be the set of self-adjoint elements relative
to the standard involution in $n. Then it is easy to see that ξ>'rela-
tive to { } is isomorphic to 3>ΛtΓ. Our results therefore apply to ®WJ-.
In particular, Th. 7. 3 holds. However, in this case, we can improve
the inequality n^3 to n^2 and we can formulate the result in a
slightly different manner as follows.

Theorem 7.4. Let ® be an arbitrary algebra with an identity and
let §ί be the matrix algebra ®n, n^2. Let S be a homomorphίsm of 31 j-
into any algebra S3j- such that the matrix units etj are mapped into
elements of the nucleus of the subalgebra (£ of S3 generated by 3F. Then
(£ = K(1)©KC2) where the (£co are ideals such that the product of S and
the projection of (£ onto K(1) is a homomorphism of 2ί onto (£(1) while the
product of S and the projection onto K(2) is an antί-homomorphism of Si
onto (£.

Proof. It is easy to deduce this result for n^3 from Th. 7. 3.
However, to include the case n = 2 it seems to be necessary to
employ an earlier direct method which has been used by Jacobson
and Rickart in [22]. It is easy to see that the hypothesis of associa-
tivity used in [22] can be weakened to the one stated above.

8. Exceptional Jordan algebras

We shall now consider the following question: What are the con-
ditions that an algebra ξ> of self-ad joint elements of SI — ©„ relative
to a canonical involution be a Jordan algebra? It is not hard to see
that if n^4: then ξ> will not satisfy the Jordan identities unless ®
is associative (cf Th. 9.1). Hence the Jordan algebras ξ> obtained for
n^4 are all special. If n = 3 it is easy to see that necessary con-
ditions that ξ> is Jordan are that Φ is alternative and that the self-
adjoint elements relative to the involution in ® belong to the nucleus.
One might conjecture that these are also sufficient conditions. How-
ever, the calculations which seem to be required to settle this ques-
tion are quite formidable. Hence we shall confine our attention to
proving a weaker result which will be sufficient for our purposes.
Thus we shall prove that § is Jordan if n = 3 and ® is alternative
with an involution whose self-adjoint elements are in the center. For
further simplification we assume also that the involution in ?I is
standard.1^

11) This restriction is not really necessary.
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Let ®0 denote the subspace of self-adjoint elements of ®.
then a + a and tf#G®0. We denote the linear mappings x

and x-+x + χ by C and T respectively.

If
x

LEMMA. aά = άa, A(ay a, δ) = 0, (06) Γ= (60) T, ((άb)c) T= (a[bc}} T,

[ab}(ca] = a(bca), a(b(ac}} = (aba)c.

The first four of these are easily established using the properties
of the involution. The last two are well-known identities due to

Moufang [29] which are valid in any alternative ring.
We denote the elements of ξ> as

(43) x =

X2

X,

α,

Thus we have a decomposition of § as a direct sum of six subspaces,
three of which are isomorphic to 35 and three of which are isomorphic
to ®0 . Hence we may identify x with the vector (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξz , xl , x2 , #3),
£ί G ®0 , ^ G 35. Any linear transformation in § can be represented by
a 6x6 matrix (Ltί) where LtJ is a linear mapping of the ι-th space
in the sequence (®0 , ®0 , ®0 , ®, ®, ®) into the j-th. The linear
transformation is the one such that

ζ ί ~~^ b l-^lί + b 2-^2ί ~f~ f 3^

•̂ ί ~^ b l ̂ l, ί + 3 "+"? 2 ̂ 2ι ί + 3 " ~ b 33, ί + 3 14, ί + 3 " " '2 5, ί + 3 36, ί+3

!, Λ Γ 2 , Jt:3This .can be indicated also by multiplication of (ί^, f 2 , ?3,
on the right by (Lw). Now let a=(a19 a2, α3, β x , ^2, «3

^G®. Then { Λ Γ Λ } =^ = (97^ 9;2, ^3 , yl9 y2, y3), where

^= {ξiai}+(xa} T+(xtflΛ) T
(44)

where (/, j, k) takes on the cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3) and T is
the "trace" mapping defined before. Hence we can represent the
linear transformation Ra (x -> {xa}} by the matrix

(45)

0

2ι

0

R

0

0

0

0 Ra2

0

Ra2

Ra^T Ra2-{-c

Ra2T Ra3C

0 CRά.{

0

Ra<C

CRa,
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where the R's in the matrix stand for right multiplications in 3X
Now let b=(βt, β29 β3, b19 b2y ί3), ft e ®0, δ, e ®. Then the matrix
of [RaRb~] is the commutator of the matrices of Ra and Rb. If we
use the fact that self-adjoint elements are in the center and the
preceding lemma, then we can see that the matrix of [/?α/?δ] is

(46)

0

0

0

0

Rc2T

—Re T

0

0

0

-R-ClT

0

Re T

0 0

0 RCl

0 -RCl

R-ClT U,

-Rc2T W3

0 K

0

wl

where

(47) ct = btfaj — ad—a^βj—βz) + (akbj—bka

(48) Ut = 2(RaίTRbi-RbίTRaί] + (Lβ/X^-L^L«fc) + (

(49, V^'

(50) Wt=-CLdt

Now set ί> = α2 = — {««}. Then by (44)

(51) ^ =

We are now ready to prove the following

Theorem 8.1. If ® /s ^w alternative algebra with an involution
such that the self-adjoint elements are in the center, then the subalgebra
ξ> of Sίj of self-adjoint elements of 31 = ®3 relative to the standard involu-
tion is a Jordan algebra.12**

Proof. We take the values of βt and bt from (51) and substitute
in ciy C74, Vt and Wt. This gives

12) The only case of this result which seems to have been proved before is that of
the exceptional Jordan algebra Ml defined by Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner in [25J.
Here the base field is that of the real numbers and the proof given by Albert in [1] does
not generalize to the present case. The proof which we give here was communicated to us
by R. D. Schaf er,
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= 0

by the Lemma. Next we have

4- (LajcLa^j LajάiLάk) 4- (

Hence

xUi = 2(xάί) Taia^-2(x(a3a^}} Tai+(aiaj}(aΊΰx}-άΊ&((aίaί} x)

= DMj((***) T)~ak((άjai) *)] + [((**,) Γ) akaj

-(x(άiάΊ&}} ά^ + ̂ a^a^a^-a^a^x) T)]

+ [-((xaJalk) T}ai+(xaj}(aΊ&ai}'}

, άt,

i, aj

— A(xaj, ak, ai

The sum of the first two terms is 0 since A(ay by c) = A(ay by c} etc.
The same reasoning applies to each of the succeeding pairs of terms.
Hence Ut — 0. To calculate xVt we note first that dt = (a^ — asά3] as

— (oίj — «fc) a^K. Hence

Vi =

+ Raj TRάjάi — ( tffc + Oίi } Raj TRaic — R akai TRak

+ ( a*.

4- CR(akάκ - ajάj] a*, 4- RάjTRάjάί — RaΛaι

4- RttkLa^tti — RάjάiLάj

Since

xίCRajak—RάjTRajc + RakLάj) = x(a3a^ — ((xάj) T) ak

+ aj(xa1c) =x(aja1s)-((ajx) T) a^ + a^xa^)

= -A(xy ajy a^-A(ά^ xy ak] = 0
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and

X ( CR(ajcak - ajάj) άi + Raj TRafii — Ra^at TRak

T) tf^-(WtfjA)) T)

T) aJai-((x(aΊcai}} T) a*

} + (aix} aκ- (x(alcai}} T]

Γ)αJ a,

we have Vi = 0. In a similar manner one proves that W€ = 0. Hence
RaRa2 = Ra2Ra and ξ> is a Jordan algebra.

We shall show next that the algebras ξ> obtained from algebras
φ which are not associative are not special. In fact, we have the
following result.

Theorem 8. 2. Let ® be an algebra (with an involution] which is not
associative and let ξ> be- the subalgebra of self -adjoint elements of 31̂  ,
31 = ®w , n^3 relative to a canonical involution in SI. Then ξ> is not a
special Jordan algebra.1^

Proof. Suppose ξ> is special and let S be an isomorphism of ξ>
into an algebra S3j- where S3 is associative. Then it follows from
Th. 7. 2 that we may assume that S3 = gM where g is associative and
has an involution, that the image &s is the set of self -adjoint elements
relative to a canonical involution in g« and that the images u8

tj of
the Uij of g generate the system of matrix units in gn. Then S-1 is
an isomorphism of fa8 onto § mapping the u\3 into the elements utj

belonging to the nucleus of SI. Hence, by Th. 7.3, the isomorphism
S""1 can be extended to a homomorphism of f$Λ onto S)n. Then ® is
a homomorphic image of an associative algebra, contrary to our
assumption that ® is not associative.

9 . A structure theorem for Jordan algebras

Let SI = SXa where ® has an involution and let ξ> be the set of
self -adjoint elements relative to the standard involution in §1. Then

13) This theorem contains Albert's result on the exceptional character of Ml proved
in [1] and [3].
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ξ> contains the elements eu and ui5 = Ci^ + e^ = «J4 , ί=(=y. The non-
zero Jordan relations (cf (35)) connecting these are

=UiΊt,

if ί, j, k are φ. Also we have the fact that -s-Σ^i* acts as ^e iden-
Δι

tity relative to { }. In this section we shall determine the structure
of the Jordan algebras which possess sets of elements of this type.
Our result will be an abstract analogue of Th. 7. 2.

Let $ be a Jordan algebra with an identity element and assume
n

that 1 = Σ ei where the e^ are orthogonal idempotent elements. Let
1

$ = Σ Θ3>i« be the Peirce decomposition relative to the ^ . Then we
t-.3

have the relations (26) connecting the ^tj . Moreover, if xtj , etc.
denotes an element of ^tj then we have the following

LEMMA 1. If /, j, k, I are Φ, then

Proof. The proofs are obtained by substituting a = et , b = x^ ,
y^, d = z_ in the basic Jordan identity

(53)

We now suppose that £$ is a Jordan algebra with identity element

1 containing -=-n(n + l) elements e u , U i j = ujiy i^=j, satisfying (52)

(that is, e2

ίi = 2eίi, eiieJJ = 09 etc). Assume, moreover, that n^3 and

-<>- Σ ea — 1- Then the elements ^ = _ eu are orthogonal idempotents
Lt Li

with sum 1. Let $ = Σ θ$* * be the Peirce decomposition relative to
ί^j

these elements. Put Utj — 1?̂ ^ .

LEMMA 2. [7€J maps 3ί« + 3ί«j + Sjj into itself and satisfies
C/Jj = 4C7ί<; in this space. U\5 maps ί$tj into itself and f/f^t/^— 4) = 0
in 3>,j . C7<<; is a 1-1 mapping of $5£έ into ̂  .
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Proof. The first parts of the first two statements follow from :

S2tj < Sii + Sjj > StjSa C &j . Write u = uijy e = ei^eJ = -^ (eti + ejj).

Then u2=t4e,eu = u. Hence u3 = 4u and R% = 6RβRu — 2Ru, by (7).
Since Re = 1 in $« 4- Sf^ + Sjj , J?2 = 4ί?M in this space. Hence
UB

tJ = 4Uij here and Uΐj = 4U2

tJ in .3̂  . To prove the last statement
we substitute a = Λ:M e 3f« , 6 = «ί<; , c = uijy d — eβ in (53) to obtain

For #«j e £v^ , define

(54) ^=-2-*,, £/?,-.*„.

Then, by Lemma 2, Λ:̂  -> χiΛ is a linear transformation of period two
in $tij . Any xtj can be written in one and only one way in the form
ytj + Ztj where ytj ^yίjy ztj = —ztj. Also yii=yij if and only if
ytjUΐj = 4y€J and ̂  = —ztj if and only if ztJU^j = 0. Since C/J^ = 4t/^
in Sίί + ̂  + ̂ j, Λrί7^ = 0 in this space implies xUtJ = 0. We now
substitute a = xij9 b = uiό — c, d=yJ1c in (53). Assuming i,
this gives

By Lemma 1, ((tf^JO*) ^) ̂  = ̂ - (^J^fc) ̂  and (

Hence we obtain xijuijuίjyj1, = 2(xiJuiJ)(yJ1ΰuiJ)J or

(55) (XijUϊJyj* = 2(xiJUiJ)(yJ1cUίJ) , ί,

Similarly, if we substitute 0 = x^ , ft = y^ , c = uilc = d, i, j, kφ, in the
basic identity and again make use of Lemma 1, then we obtain

UiJC)(y1ΰUiκ}, or

(56) Xijyj* = (XijUiJC}(yJ1ΰUiJΰ) , ί, ,

Finally, we shall need the following relation

(57) x{lyttt = (Λτ«ίΛj)(Λ sC/*j) , ί, j, k, Iφ .

This can be obtained by starting with a — xil9 b = Uίj~c, d — yijc

LEMMA 3. xiό = x^U^U^U^ = xi3U^U^Uilty i,

Proof. XijUttUtj = (UitXtj) ui3 = -(uijsutj)

}= by (55).

Hence x^U^U^ = &tjUJti. The first assertion now follows easily from

Lemma 1. The second relation is just a re-statement of this.
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We now set ® = $12 and we make this vector space into an alge-
bra by introducing a multiplication x in ® by

(58) x x y — (xU }(yU }

Evidently, this result is in ® and the function xxy is bilinear. It is
clear also that ul2 = 1 in ®.

LEMMA 4. The conjugation x -> x is an involution in ®.

Proof. If x, y e 2) = $12 then

i = (^ί/23C712)(3;f713ί712),

by (56). On the other hand, xU23U12 = xU23Ul2Ul^ = #C713 by Lemmas 1
and 3 and similarly yU13U12 = yU23 . Hence ( x U 2 3 U l 2 ) ( y U 1 3 U 1 2 )

If Λ; € Φ = 3f12 we define

*12 = x ^ == xU2j , y > 2 xjt = ̂ u ,

(59) ΛΓi2 = Λr^n> *2i = £«2> ί>2

U2j, 1,2, i, Φ.

Note that if 1, 2, ί, .7 are Φ, then ( x u l t ) u2j = (u^x) u2j = u^
Hence xiJ = xU2jUu also. Note also that utj = ltj (I = u ί 2 ) .

LEMMA 5. #4J — Λ:^ for all ί, j'Φ.

Proof. This is true, by definition, if ί or j is 1 or 2. Hence
suppose 1, 2, ί, j'φ. Then ^ = (xU2iU12Ult) UltU2J = xU2ίU12U2j

By the definition of the multiplication in ®, we have X13y32

= ( x x y } i 2 More generally, we have

LEMMA 6. If j", j, &Φ, then

(60) ΛΓ*^l:= (^X^)ii .

Proof. By Lemma 5, if (60) holds for particular triple ( ί y j , k } ,
then it holds for ( k , j , /). Consider first #12jy23 = (#13£/23) y23 = — ( x 1 3 y 2 3 )

Thus x12y23 = ( x x y } 1 3 and (60) holds for (1,2,3). Note that x21U13

= ^12^13 — ^32 = *23 - Hence ^21^i3 = (^23^13) ^13 and the argument
just used for (1, 2, 3) shows that (60) holds for (2, 1, 3). Thus this
relation holds for all permutations of (1, 2, 3). By definition, x12U2i
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= *j*> ί>3. Also x13U9i^xί3(u2^u2i) = (x13u^)u2i = x12u2t = xlt9 ί>3.
Similarly, #21E/ l4 = x2i = x2,UZί , #31t714 = *3ί = *32t/2ί , i> 3. Now let
y>3, ί, A?<3. Choose /<3, lφi,k. Then xtj = xtlUlJ9 yJtί=ytίlUlj.
Hence, by (57), tf,^ = (*ίzt/zj)(Λ^) = J^ = (#x.y) < f c . Hence (60) is
valid for /, k < 3, y arbitrary. Next let / <i 3, j, k arbitrary. Choose

, /=M, y. Then (60) holds for (/, /, /). We may suppose also that
hence ί, y, &, / are =K If y<3, y^^i y^U^ was proved before.

If y }> 3 and / = 2, yjlc =yJtUlΛ , by definition. If j ^> 3 and / = 1, then

JΆ =yjιUίt =y1JU11ΰ = (y12u2J) ulΊΰ = (ulkv12) u2j =ykj =y». If y>3,
1 = 3, yJlUlJS=yjsUrt=yJ2U2sU3ti=yj2U2ti=yjtt. Hence in all cases

yj*=y»Uι* Then ^*^fc = ̂ (^z^z6) = (^j^) UlJΰ = (xxy)uUllc=(xxy)iJΰ.
This proves the formula for i < 3, y, k arbitrary. A similar argument
can be used to free the index /.

Set EI = ~ Rβit and define, for x e S),

(61) xit = xiJUjtEt9 iφj.

If i, y, fe are Φ, then

. Hence (xikuM) eu = (x^u^) eu and so xu is independent

of j.

LEMMA 7. If z'Φy, then

(62) χuyij = -7

Proof. Choose k so that ί, j, k are Φ. Then

^ . Since

, this gives (62).

LEMMA 8. If iφj, then

(63)

(64) xityu = 2 (x + x) ,

where {ab} ^axb + bxa.

Proof. Choose kφi,j. Then 4xtiyti = - (xtjujieti)(yiliutίieii)

xx)ijUji + xtjyij. If
we substitute 2xiίyilΰulci= ((x + x)xy)ikuki (Lemma 7), we obtain
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(65) 4xityu = — (

Multiplication by e^ gives

0= -4(^XΛr) f c

Hence (x^y^) e^ = 4(^x^) f c f c . Now multiply (65) by eu to obtain

-(66)

= {(x+χ),y}u.

If we take y — 1 we obtain yiteti so that, by (66), 2xu = XU + XH. Thus
^ίί^^ίί Hence, by (66), 2xiiyii= {x+x,y}ti. If we average this
with (66) we obtain (64). Also, our previous relation : (x^y^} e™
= 4(?/Xtf) f c f c now gives (63).

We are now ready to prove the following result which will play
a fundamental role in the sequel.

Theorem 9. 1. Let $ be a Jordan algebra containing an identity 1
and elements eu , utj = ujt , ί =t=y, /, j = 1, 2, ••• , n, such that

irr?^ e2

ίi = 2eiiί(67)

and all other products are 0. Assume, moreover, that -* Σ eίt = 1 and

n^3. Then $ is isomorphίc to the subalgebra of self -adjoint elements
of a suitable 31̂  where SI = ®w and the involution in 21 is standard.
Moreover, If n ^> 3, then ® is associative and if n = 3, ® is alternative
and the self -adjoint elements of ® are in the nucleus.

Proof. Consider the Peirce decomposition 3 = 2 Θ3f*j relative

to the set of orthogonal idempotents £€ = - £ £ ί . If jyG^, ίΦΛ then

it is clear from (59) that y = χtj = xtj for a uniquely determined x in
® — $12. By the proof of Lemma 2 and (61), any y eS«ί can be
written as #ί£ , Λ: e ®, and we have seen that xu = ap<4 . Hence we can
write y as ΛΓW where ^ = x. It is easy to see (cf. (62)) that the self-
adjoint element x is uniquely determined by y. We now introduce
the matrix algebra SDW and denote matrix multiplication in it by x .
We denote the matrix units in ®w by Eijy /, j = 1, 2, ••• , n. By the
remarks just made there exists a 1-1 linear mapping of $ into S)n

such that
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(68) xtj-»xE

The formulas (60), (62), (63) and (64) show that this is an isomorphism
of $ into ®f j Also it is clear that the image is ξ), the set of self-
adjoint elements relative to the standard involution in 31. If n ̂  4
then the last equation of Lemma 1 implies that ® is associative. If
n = 3, the first three equations of this lemma imply that if x = x
then x is in the nucleus. The fourth equation of Lemma 1 shows that

(x x y) xy = x x (y x y) , (y x y) x # = y x ( j? x x) .

Since y x y is in the nucleus, these imply that A(xy y, y) = 0 = A(y, y, x}.
It is easy to see that these are sufficient conditions that ® is alter-
native. This completes the proof.

Remark. The hypotheses of the theorem can be modified some-
what as follows. Assume that we have elements eti and uλj , j = 2, ••• , n
for which the non-zero products are e^ = 2eίiy ellulj = ul3 = uljejj>

HIJ = 2(e11+eJJ). Then we can define uij = uliulj for 1<^i<^j and
ukl = ullc for all kφl. Then the Jordan identities imply (67). Hence

the conclusion of Theorem 9.1 holds (assuming -^-Σ^ — 1, τz^>3).

1.0 . Applications to representation theory : The Jordan case

The structure results which we have obtained for the algebras §
give considerable information on the module theory of such algebras.
They can also be used to derive the main result on alternative
bimodules for associative matrix algebras (Th. 11.1).

We suppose first that ξ> is the set of self -adjoint elements relative
to a canonical involution in an associative algebra §ί = ®w . If n ̂  3
then, by Th. 7. 3, any special representation S of § can be extended
to a representation of the associative enveloping algebra SI. It is
easy to see that this is equivalent to the following result.

Theorem 10. 1. If § is the subalgebra of 31, of self -adjoint elements
in the associative matrix algebra 31 = ®ra relative to a canonical involu-
tion and n^3y then 21 is the universal associative algebra tts(ξ>) of ξ>.

Suppose next that 2JΪ is a unital module for § and let Gc = §0ςJJί
be the corresponding split null extension. Then © has an identity
and, if the involution is standard, Gc contains elements eu , utj satisfy-
ing the conditions of Th. 9.1. Hence, if n^4, then it follows from
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this theorem that (£ is special. Hence, by Th. 5. 1, 9K is a submodule
of a sum of two commuting special mudules for φ. This implies that
if a-*Ra is a unital representation, then a2 = a®u + u®a — > 7?α deter-
mines a homomorphism of the associative algebra US2)(ξ>) (§5) onto
the enveloping associative algebra of the Ra. If UJφ) denotes the
universal associative algebra for the unital representations then the
(right) regular representation of UA defines a unital representation of
φ. It follows that we have a homomorphism of ll^tΦ) onto UJφ) map-
ping a2 upon #!. Since we always have a homomorphism of U^ξ)) onto
U^2)(ξ>) mapping a± on #2 it is clear that both mappings are isomor-
phisms. This result can be stated in a slightly unprecise form as
follows.

Theorem 10. 2. Let ξ> be as in the preceding theorem. Assume the
involution is standard and n^k. Then the universal associative algebra
U^ξ)) of the unital representations coincides with the universal associative
algebra UC

S

2)(Φ) of sums of commuting special representations.

This theorem focuses attention on the structure of the algebra
Π£2)(Φ). Now, we observe first that any Kronecker square SI® SI
possesses an automorphism P: Σ Λ:*® yt — > Σ .?«&#* of period two. We
shall call P the exchange automorphism in SI® SI. Evidently, the sub-
algebra 23 of elements invariant under P is the totality of elements
of the form Σ (*<®.7i + .y«®**)> that is, the subspace of symmetric
tensors in the tensor space Sl®Sί. Thus if Sί is of finite dimension-
ality n, then dim 23 = n(n + l)/2. Now it is clear that the subalgebra
UJ2)(ξ>) of tt,®!!, generated by the elements as®u + u®as is contained
in the subalgebra of elements invariant under P. In a number of
cases we can show that U^2) coincides with the subalgebra of elements
invariant under P. One situation in which this is the case is given
in the following theorem.

Theorem 10. 3. Let ξ> be as in Th. 10. 1, involution canonical, n^3.
Assume that the set @ of skew elements of SX coincides with [€Φ] Then
the associative algebra ϊ^2) coincides with the subalgebra of U,®tt, of
elements invariant under the exchange automorphism P.

Proof. Set A = as®u + u®as, B = bs®u + u®bs and form
= [0A3 ®w®[0A] By assumption if q is any skew element of
Uβ (== SI) then q is a sum of elements [#A3 Hence every element
of the form x®u + u®xy x in U,, is in t^2). It follows that if x and
y G U^ then
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is in Uί2). Hence U<2) = (Σ (xi®yi + yi®xi)} and U<2) is the subalgebra
of Us(g)Πs of elements invariant under P.

Our results, particularly Th. 9. 1, can also be used in another
way to reduce the theory of unital ξ>-modules to that of alternative
®-bimodules. In fact, this second method which we shall now con-
sider is also applicable to the algebras ξ> which are exceptional. Thus
we consider an algebra ξ> which is the set of self -adjoint elements of
a matrix algebra 51 = 3)n , n ̂  3, relative to a standard involution.
Necessary (sufficient) conditions that ξ> is Jordan are : n ̂  4, 3) asso-
ciative n = 3, © is either associative or its self -adjoint elements are
in the nucleus (center). Let £> be Jordan and let 9JI be a unital
£>-module, (£ = φφSϋί the split null extension. Then Th. 9. 1 permits
us to identify @ with the set of self-adjoint elements of an algebra
Sn where g is either associative or alternative. Since ξ> contains the
eit and uij9 we may suppose that 3) is a self -adjoint subalgebra of S
(Th. 7.1). Also, according to Th. 7.1, 9K = 5K n A@ where 9^ is a self-
adjoint ideal in g such that 9ΐ2 = 0. Since £A3R = 0, 5ft A® = ° and

since @ = φ-f3K, g = 3) + SR. Thus g = 3>©9Ϊ. Hence if w>4, then
9Z is a unital associative bimodule and g is the corresponding split
null extension. If n = 3, 9^ is unital alternative and g is the corre-
sponding split null extension. The notion of bimodule, however, does
not give an adequate description of our situation for, we must take
into account also the involution in g and in ®. For this purpose we
introduce the notion of a bimodule with involution.

Definition 10. 1. Let 3) be an algebra with an involution and let
3) belong to a class Γ of algebras satisfying a set of multilinear
identities. Then a bimodule 9ΐ for 3) in Γ is said to be a bimodule
with an involution if there is defined a linear transformation x — » x of
period 2 of 9ϊ onto itself such that

(69) dx — xd, xά — dx

for all rfe®, #69^. We call x-*x the involution of 5JΪ.
If 9ΐ has this property then the involution in 3) can be combined

with that in 5ft to give an involution in the extension g = ®Φ9Ϊ.
Conversely, any involution in g which extends that in 3) can be used
to turn the bimodule 9ΐ into a bimodule with an involution. In speak-
ing of sub-bimodules of a bimodule with involution, etc. we shall
mean sub-bimodules, etc. which are invariant relative to the involution
x — > x given in the definition. Isomorphisms, homomorphisms, etc. for
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bimodules with involutions will mean mappings of this type which
commute with the involutions.

Returning to the situation above we see that the Jordan φ-module
50Ϊ determines a ®-bimodule $JΪ with an involution. If w^>4, $ft is an
associative bimodule and if n = 3, $ft is alternative, but even here we
have the added condition that the self-adjoint elements of % = ®0$ft
are in the nucleus of $. If we define the nucleus (center) of a bimo-
dule to be the intersection of the nucleus (center) of the null exten-
sion with the bimodule, then it is clear that the self-adjoint elements
(x = x] of $ft are contained in the nucleus. Also Th. 7.1 establishes
a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of submodules of $0i and
the lattice of sub-bimodules of the ®-bimodules with involution $R.n
We therefore have the following theorem.

Theorem 10. 4. Let & be a Jordan algebra which is the, subalgebra
of self-adjoint elements of a matrix algebra §ί — ®w, n ^> 3, relative to
a standard involution. Then any unital Jordan module S0Ϊ for !Q deter-
mines a unital alternative bimodule with involution $JΪ for ® which is
associative if n^>3 and, in any case, has the property that the self-
adjoint elements of the split null extension % = ®φ$ft are in the nucleus.
Moreover, one has a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of submodules
of SOt and the lattice of sub-bimodules of the bimodule with involution $JΪ.

Our next result gives a reduction of the isomorphism problem
from $0t to $)t.

Theorem 10. 5. Let & be as in the preceding theorem and let ςζfft1 and
ςJJ£2 be unital ^-modules, 9^ and $Jί2 the associated unital ^-bimodules
with involution given in the theorem. Then ςfft1 and $012 are isomorphic
if and only if 311 and $R2 are isomorphic.

Proof. Let ̂  = ©05014, i = 1, 2, be the split null extension of
$0i«, so that G?ί is the set of self-adjoint elements of gίw in where
g, = ®0$ftί is the split null extension of $ft 4. We observe first that
an isomorphism of $0tx onto $0ί2 determines an isomorphism 5 of ©j
onto ©2 leaving the elements of & invariant. By Th. 7.3 we can
extend this isomorphism to a homomorphism S of f$m onto $2n. By
using the inverse mapping we see that S is an isomorphism. More-
over, it leaves fixed the elements ukj, e^ of φ. Hence it leaves fixed
the system of matrix units of S1W (and of 82Λ). Hence S induces an
isomorphism of Si onto g2.

14) Since our isomorphism of G^ onto @2

14) One needs to observe that Qft is the subalgebra of ($*£ of elements which commute
with the matrix units. Cf. Prop. 7.1.
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is the identity on φ, the extension is the identity on ®. We note
next that the isomorphism 5 of 6^ onto G?2 maps 21̂  onto ςJJϊ2. It
follows that its extension S maps 9Z ιn onto %lzn and, consequently, S
induces a linear transformation σ of 9ΪX onto 912. If A e g l w (or gzn)
we let A* be its image under the standard involution in Sin(32n).
Then if Ae^19 A* = A and (AS)* = AS is in @ 2. Hence (>!*)* = (A5)*.
Since 6^ generates gιn this implies that S commutes with the involu-
tions in $ιn and S2w Since the involutions in Si and ^2 are induced
by these, S commutes with the involutions in g1 and g2. Hence σ is
an isomorphism of the bimodule with involution 9ϊx onto 9ί2. The
converse of all this is immediate.

The passage from 3JΪ to 31 can be retraced. Thus suppose we
have a unital alternative bimodule 9i with split null extension
g — S)09ΐ. We assume that if n^>3, ® and 9Ϊ" are associative and
if n = 3 then either this holds or the self-adjoint elements of g are
in the center. Then $ satisfies the conditions which insure that the
algebra @ of self-adjoint elements of $n is Jordan. One sees readily
that G? has the form of a split null extension ξ>®9Ή and that the
Jordan module 9JZ determines the given 9Ϊ as before. We remark also
that, if g is not associative, then @ is not a special Jordan algebra
and so 9JΪ can not be a submodule of a sum of two commuting special
modules. This remark can be used to construct new exceptional
Jordan algebras.15)

We observe finally that if 3) is any associative algebra with iden-
tity and an involution, the theory of unital associative bimodules with
involutions for ® can be reduced to that of right modules for a cer-
tain algebra ©. Consider first that Kronecker square ®(g)S) and its
natural automorphism P. We now form the cross product © of 2)0®
and this automorphism with factor set 1. Thus the elements of ©
are representable uniquely in the form u1-i-u2c where ^6®®S), c2 = 1
and cu = upc, #e®(g)S). Let 91 be an associative unital ®-bimodule
with an involution. Then we define

(70) n(d^®d2}=dλnd2, nc = n

and extend these to define a composition of 9ί and @ into 9ί. One
verifies that 91 is a right ©-module. It is easy to see that the theory
of this ©-module is equivalent to that of the given ®-bimodule with
involution.

11. Application to representation theory: The alternative case

We consider now an associative matrix algebra ®^ (not necessarily

15) See § 19.
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involutorial) and we wish to study the alternative unital bimodules
for 3)n. Now if 21 is any alternative algebra containing n2 elements
etj such that etjetel — Sj^u > Σ eu — 1> one can deduce from results of
Zorn [37] that, if n^3, 51 is associative. This can be used to show
(via split null extensions) that every alternative unital bimodule for
S)̂  > n ̂  3, is associative. However, the known results give little
information for the case n = 2. We shall therefore not attempt to
adapt them to our purposes here. Instead, we shall derive the theory
of alternative representations by another method which is based on
the Jordan results previously obtained.

Our starting point is the observation that if a —> La , a —> Ra is a
birepresentation in 2ft, then these mappings are special representations
of Sir, St = ®w (cf. (16)). Let L(9I) denote the enveloping associative
algebra of the LΛ. Then by Th. 7.4, L(SI) = Lcl)(sί)φL(2)(SI), L^(SI)
ideals, such that if L£° denotes the component of La in LCO(SI), a—*Lfi*
is an associative homomorphism of 31 and a —> Lffi is an associative
anti-homomorphism. If the bimodule is unital, then the algebra
decomposition L(SI) = LC1)(3I)®LC2)(3I) gives a decomposition of sJJί as
2ft(1)®TO'2) where 2ftco is the subspace 2ftLco(3l). Evidently, 2ftί0 is
invariant relative to L(3I) and the contraction of Lα to 2ft(1) is an asso-
ciative, homomorphism while the contraction to 2ft(2) is an associative
anti-homomorphism. We refer next to equation (9). According to
this, for any # e SI, the derivation X-*[\XRα] in the algebra of linear
transformations of 2ft mapsL(SI) into itself. Since (Lci>(3l))2 = Lco(3l),
it follows that the ideals LCO(2I) are invariant under the derivation.
This in turn implies that the 2ftco are invariant relative to the Ra.
Hence the 2ftco are sub-bimodules. In a similar manner we can
decompose each 2ftco into two sub-bimodules such that a —> Ra is an
associative homomorphism in one of these and an anti-homomorphism
in the other. Now we have seen that a —> Ra is a homomorphism if
and only if a -> La is an anti-homomorphism and if these conditions
hold, then the module is associative. We therefore see that two of
the four sub-bimodules which we considered are 0. The bimodule 2Jί
is a direct sum of an associative one and a bimodule in which a —> Ra

is an associative anti-homomorphism and a~^La is an associative
homomorphism.

Bimodules of the last type do exist. Thus let Sl = Φ2 and let
a-+Ua be a representation of the associative algebra 21. Also define
a — t r ( # ) l — a. Then it is known that a—*a is an involution in SI.
Now set

(71) La = Ua, Ra=U;.
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Then one can verify that a -> La, a -> Ra is an alternative birepresen-
tation of Φ 2 . We shall call such a birepresentation of Φ2 a Cay ley
birepresentation. The corresponding bimodules will be * called Cay ley
bimodules.

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 11.1. Let S) #0 <z# associative algebra with an identity.
Then any unital alternative bimodule for ®n, n^3, is associative. Any
unital alternative bimodule for Φ2 is a direct sum of an associative bimo-
dule and a Cayley bimodule.

Proof. We have the decomposition of any alternative unital
bimodule for 21 — ®^, n^2y into an associative one 30^ and bimodule
2JΪ2 in which a-*La is an associative homomorphism and a-*Ra is
an associative anti-homomorphism. Thus Lab — LaLb and Ra7) = RbRa

holds in 2ft 2. Hence, by (9)

(72) [Lα#δ] - [#Λ] = [L&Lα] - [#αLδ]

This implies that Ta==La + Ra commutes with all the L7,, #δ. Now,
we have noted that a-*Ta is a representation of §ίj (cf §3 after (8)).
^C6,β,α) = [CΓβΓβ]ΓJ = 0 (eq (16)). Since 4(6, c, *) = { { b c } a } - { b { c a } }
= [[*#] c], T« = 0 for every » = [[**Gk] in SI. If {*„ i, y = l, 2, ••• , *ι}
is a system of matrix units for §X = <S)n then ^ — ̂ nn = [£einennΐ\ eni~]
for ίΦ», Hence Teίi = Tenn. Since 5K2 is a unital bimodule for
§1, L, = Rl = 1 hence 7\ = 2. It follows that nTβn!Λ = 7\ = 2. On
the other hand, since {ennβnn} == 2enn, Tβnn satisfies the equation
x(x—l)(x—2) = 0 (cf the paragraph of eq (22)). These conditions are
compatible only if either 2J12 = 0 or n = 2. This proves the first state-
ment in the theorem. Assume now that n = 2 and ® = Φ. In this
case, Ten = 1 = Tβ22. Also since elz — [[012022] ̂ 22], Tβί2 = 0 and simi-
larly Te21 = 0. It follows that Ta is the trace of a (multiplied by the
identity mapping in 9J12). Then /?α = Ta—La = La where ^ = tr#—«.
Thus 9K2 is a Cayley bimodule.

12. Extension of the base field

Let §1 be an algebra belonging to a class Γ of algebras satisfying
multilinear identities. The identities in question are in a free non-
associative algebra @(SS) based on a vector space S3 over Φ. Let P
be an extension of the base field Φ. Then we can form the vector
space 2$p and the algebras @P and SIP obtained by extending the
base field to P. Since the identities defining Γ are multilinear, it is
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clear that 3IP satisfies these identities (as members of @P). This is
another one of the main advantages of dealing with multilinear iden-
tities. In particular, it is clear that if 31 is associative, Lie, alterna-
tive or Jordan then 3IP is of the same type. Now let a-*Ray a-*La

be birepresentation of 31 acting in the bimodule 2Jί. Then if SDΪP is
the space obtained by extending the base field of 9Jί to P, it is
immediate that 9ΪΪP can be considered as an 3ίp-bimodule. The corre-
sponding birepresentation of 3IP will be referred to as the one obtained
from (R, L) by extending the base field. In the alternative and
Jordan cases, it is easy to see also that the various constructions of
universal associative algebras commute with the extension of the base
field. Thus if 3ί is a Jordan algebra and U,(SI), tl(SI), UJSl) are,
respectively, the special universal associative algebra, the universal
associative algebra of the special representations and the universal
associative algebra of the unital representations of 31, then

These remarks enable us to extend the foregoing results to a
somewhat wider class of algebras. Thus in the Jordan case we do
not need to assume that the given algebra is the set of self -adjoint
elements of a matrix algebra, n ^> 3, relative to a canonical involution.
It suffices to assume that the algebra obtained by making a suitable
extension of the base field has this structure. A similar remark
applies in the alternative case. Here our main theorem on birepre-
sentations applies to any associative algebra 31 for which there exists
an extension P of the base field such that 3IP == ®n , n ^> 2. We shall
not attempt to list sufficient conditions on SI which imply this pro-
perty. We recall only that if SI is any finite dimensional central
simple algebra properly containing the base field, then there exist
splitting fields P such that 31P — Pn . We investigate now more closely
the situation in the Jordan case.

First, let 31 be an associative algebra with an involution and let
£>(SI) denote the subalgebra of SIj- of self-adjoint elements. If P is
an extension of the base field then the given involution can be ex-
tended in one and only one way to an involution in 3ίp and £>(3IP)
= ξ>(3I)P Suppose now that Sίp = ®w , n ̂  3, and the extended involu-
tion is canonical (standard). In this case we shall say that the
involution in SI is extension canonical (standard}. We shall now show
that the class of Jordan algebras to which our results apply is pre-
cisely the class of algebras £>(3I) where SI has an involution which is
extension canonical,
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Theorem 12. 1. Let 3f be a Jordan algebra over a field Φ. Then a
necessary and sufficient condition that there exists an extension field P
of Φ such that $P is isomorphic to the subalgebra of self -adjoint elements
of an associative matrix algebra ®n , n ^> 3, with a canonical involution
is that 3ί itself is isomorphic to the subalgebra of self -adjoint elements
of an associative algebra 21 with an involution which is extension
canonical r.16)

Proof. We may as well suppose that 3>p = Φ(®») where
an associative algebra over P, involution in ®w canonical. Then if
®w is considered as an algebra over Φ, £5 is a subalgebra of ®W J.
Let R be a 1-1 unital representation of the associative algebra ®w by
linear transformations in a vector space 9Jί over P. We can now
consider SDΐ as a vector space over Φ, 35W as an algebra over Φ. Then
R defines a representation of 3)Λ over Φ in 9JΪ over Φ. If we form
(ϋΠZ over Φ)P we can extend R to a representation jRcl) of ®wp in (3JΪ
over Φ)P . Next we observe that R induces a special representation
of $ by linear transformations in 3Jί over Φ. This determines a
special representation of $P in (9JI over Φ) P . By Th. 7.3 this can
be extended to a representation J?00 of the associative algebra ®w by
linear transformations in (901 over Φ)P. Now let

Since J?(1) is a linear mapping of ®n over Φ, SI is a subalgebra of ®^
over Φ. If je$, R?> = R<?> so that SCSI. Since the enveloping
associative algebra of $P is ®n we can find a set of elements {#*}
which are products of elements in $ and which form a basis for SX
over P. Evidently the aΛ e SI. Now suppose that Σ ptat > />* ^ p> ^s in

SI. Since 7?^2) = p for p in P and R™ = ̂ 2) , our condition gives
Σ (R^-pi) R™ = 0. We assert that this .implies that the o, are in Φ.

Pi ™Ί

Thus we know that if A19 A29 ••• ,Am are linear transformations in 3JZ
over Φ which are Φ-independent then their extensions in (ςjft over Φ)P

are P-independent. Now express the /o« = ΣαίA;> ^^GΦ, λj = 1,
λ^ e P and Φ-independent. Then the elements λjβ, are Φ-independent
hence the linear transformations RλjRai are Φ-independent. It follows
that the extensions R™R™ are P-independent. We have the relation

Σ (atl-Pt) ^+Σ Σ «i,B%R% - o .

Hence pt = ail€Φ. This proves that SI is the Φ-space spanned by

16) This result is a generalization of Theorems 3 and 4 of [15].
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the aΛ. Hence §ίp — S)n. Since the elements of Sf ,are self-adjoint,
the involution in ®w induces an involution in SI. Since $5P is the set
of self-adjoint elements of the involution in ®n, $ is this set for SI.
This completes the proof.

III. JORDAN ALGEBRAS DEFINED BY SYMMETRIC SCALAR PRODUCTS

13. Definition of the algebras

In this part we shall consider the representation theory of a
second important class of Jordan algebras, namely, the algebras
defined by symmetric scalar products. We begin with a finite dimen-
sional vector space $0 over Φ and a symmetric scalar product (x,y]
in 3o Thus (x, y) is a symmetric bilinear form defined on $0 and
having values in the base field Φ. We form the vector space
$ = SoθΦl where Φl is the one dimensional space of multiples of 1
and we define a multiplication in £5 by demanding that 1 is the
identity and

(73) xy = (x,y)l.

One verifies that $5 is a Jordan algebra. We shall call £5 the Jordan
algebra of the symmetric scalar product (x,y).

We recall that the radical 3ΐ of a symmetric scalar product (x9y)
in $0 is the set of elements z such that (x, z) = 0 for all x in $0.
(x,y) is non-degenerate if 31 = 0. The scalar product in $0 is equi-
valent to <X> y'^> in So' if and only if there exists a 1-1 linear trans-
formation x-+x' of $0 onto Qf/ such that (#, Jθ == <CX> Jθ> f°r a^
* > j y £ ^ o If 31 is the radical of (x,y) then (#, jy) defines in an obvious
way a non-degenerate symmetric scalar product in $ = £?0/3Ϊ. If S90

is a complement of 3ΐ = 3f0 (3>o = *8oθ9t) then the contraction of (#, jy)
to 930 is equivalent to the scalar product induced by (x,y) in £v0/3ΐ.
It follows that (x,y) is equivalent to <^x',y'^> if and only if their
radicals have the same dimensionality and the induced non-degenerate
scalar products in the factor spaces modulo the radical are equivalent.
An element β£Φ is said to be represented by (x,y) if there exists a
non-zero x in $0 such that (x, x) = β.

PROPOSITION 13.1. (1) The radical 3ΐ of (x,y) is an ideal in the
Jordan algebra $ of (x,y) such that 3ί2 = 0. (2) 3Ϊ contains every
ideal 33 of $ such that 332 = 0. (3) $/3ΐ is the Jordan algebra of the
induced non-degenerate scalar product in $0/3t. (4) If (x, y) is non-
degenerate and of rank }> 1 then $ is simple. If (x9y) is non-
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degenerate and of rank 1 then $ is either simple or a direct sum of
two simple algebras according as (x9y) does not or does represent 1.

Proof. (1) and (3) are immediate. To prove (2) we note that if
β + uy ft € So > has square — 0 then β = 0. Hence if uv = (u, v] has
zero square for all #eS0, then αeSR. This proves (2). Now let (x9y)
be non-degenerate and dim $0 > 1. Let 33 be a non-zero ideal in
3>, β-fαΦO an element of 95. If β = Q9 αΦO and we can choose
0e3ί0

 so that (w, »)ΦO. This implies that leS3. If βφO we choose
0ΦO so that (», v) = 0. (This is possible since dimS 0>L) Then
v — β~l(β + u] ve$5 and S3 = $ as in the previous case. Hence $ is
simple. Finally, let (x,y) be non-degenerate and dimS0 = l. Let 23
be a proper ideal φO in & Then, the argument just used shows
that 33 is the one-dimensional space of multiplies of α + 1, #ΦO in 3f0.
Then u(u + l) = u + (u, u) e33. Hence (α, α) = 1. The converse is imme-

diate. If («, u) = 1 then 0 = -«- (« +1) satisfies £2 == £ and this implies

that 3f is direct sum of two simple one dimensional algebras.

PROPOSITION 13.2. The Jordan algebras $ and 3f of (xyy) and
<X, j>C>, respectively, are isomorphic if and only if (x,y) and
<X>.yC> are equivalent. If (x,y) is non-degenerate then the group
of automorphisms of 3f is isomorphic to the orthogonal group of (x,y).

Proof. If (x,y) and <X>.?C> are equivalent then it is clear that
$ and ̂  are isomorphic. Conversely assume $ and ̂  isomorphic.
Then it is clear from Prop. 13.1 (1) and (2) that the radicals 3ΐ and
W have the same dimensionalities. Also, in view of (3), it suffices to
assume that (x,y) and <X>:vC> are non-degenerate. In this case the
non-zero elements of $0 can be characterized by the two conditions :
αφyff, u2 = β. It follows that an isomorphism of g onto ^ maps 3f0

onto the corresponding subspace 3>0' I* therefore determines an
equivalence of (x9y) and <X>:vC> This proves the first statement
of the proposition. The second one is now clear, too.

We assume now that (x,y) is non-degenerate. Then we can ex-
tend this scalar product to a non-degenerate symmetric scalar product
in $ by setting

(74) (al+x, βl+y) - (x,y)-aβ,

x, y in ^0. Let a e $0 and let 7?α denote the multiplication x —» xa in
3f determined by a. Then 1« = <2 and xa = ( x , a ) l if ^G^ 0; hence
Ra coincides with the mapping Λ;—> (ΛΓ, Λ) 1 — (Λ:, 1) a. Moreover, \RaR^\,
a>b£Z$o> is the linear mapping #—> (jt:, Λ) δ — (Λ:, b) a. It follows from
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this that the set % = {Ra + 2 [Rbβc^a, bi9 c t e3f 0 } is the Lie algebra
of linear transformations (in $) which are skew relative to the sym-
metric scalar product (x,y) in % in the sense that (xT,y) = — ( x , y T )
for all x,y. If a, b, <?e£v 0 then, by (9),

(75) LLRaR^RJ = R*> d=(b, c) a- (a, c}b.

We can now prove the following useful result.

PROPOSITION 13. 3. Let $ be the Jordan algebra of a non-degenerate
symmetric scalar product and let 8 denote the Lie algebra of linear
transformations in $ which is generated by the multiplications Ray

a e 3>0 Then S> is simple if n ̂  5. Next suppose that for each a e S0

we have defined a linear transformation £7α in some vector space and
that Ua is linear in a and satisfies

(76) [LVaUA U£ - C/,, d=(b, c] a -(a, c)b.

Then Ra — > ί/α defines a homomorphism of 8 onto the Lie algebra
generated by the Ua .

Proof. Since 8 is the set of skew transformations relative to a
non-degenerate scalar product, the statement on the simplicity follows
from known results. 17) It is also well known that the dimensionality
of this Lie algebra is n(n + l)/2 = n + n(n — l ) / 2 . Hence if the elements
uiy ί = 1, ••- ,n, form a basis for $0, then the elements RUί, {Ruβu^
where / <O* form a basis for 8. One verifies directly that the linear
mapping which sends RUί into UUt and \JRUiRu^\ into ^UUiUu^ is a
homomorphism of 8 onto the Lie algebra generated by the Ua.

14 . Structure of the Clifford algebra

Let $ be the Jordan algebra of the symmetric scalar product
( x y y ) . Then the universal associative algebra of special representa-
tions tts(.3) is called the Clifford algebra of ( x 9 y ) . In particular, if
(x, y) = Q then 11, (3f) is the Grassmann (or exterior] algebra of the
vector space $0 . We proceed to determine the structure of Uf ($).

Theorem 14.1. Let ^ be the Jordan algebra of [xyy] and assume
that dim3f = w-f-l. Then (1) the dimensionality of the Clifford algebra
IIΛS) is 2n, (2) the ideal in U,(3f) generated by the radical of (xyy] is
the radical of tts($), (3) U,($) is a direct <sum of its radical and a

17) For characteristic 0 this is well known. For characteristic />(=t=0) it is proved in
[17], p. 497.
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subalgebra which is isomorphic to the Clifford algebra of the non-
degenerate symmetric scalar product determined by ( x , y ) . (4) If (x9y) is
non-degenerate and n is even, then U,(3ί) is central simple. If n is odd
ns($) is either simple with center a quadratic extension of the base field
or is a direct sum of two central simple algebras. These two possibilities

Γ"Ίoccur according as (—l) L ϊ J δ is not or is a square in Φ for S the dis-
criminant of (x9 jy).18)

Proof. We can choose a basis ( u 1 9 uzy ••• 9un) for $0 so that

(77) (ut, u j ) = δijβi; /3,ΦO, ι<r; /9, = 0, j > r .

Then the space spanned by w r + 1, ••-,«« is the radical of ( x 9 y ) . We
now denote by a (rather than as) the coset in U,(3f) determined by

the element ae$. Then the elements ΰ19ΰ29 9ΰn and &0 = 2 1
generate the Clifford algebra. ΰ0 is the identity of this algebra and
we have the relations

(78) ~

or

(79)

It follows that every element of the Clifford algebra is a linear
combination of the 2n elements uQ, ΰilΰi2 ••• ΰik, il <^ i2 <^ ••• <^ i^,
ij = 1, 2, ••• ,n. It is not difficult to prove that these elements are
linearly independent. (This is more or less well known.) Hence (1)
holds. The ideal 31 generated by 91 has the basis {ΰijλi^ ••• ΰik

l * ι <C *2 <C "' <^i*> ^fc^>^} Since the squares of these elements are 0
and any two either commute or anti-commute, 5Ji is a nil ideal. Evi-
dently, ϊt,(3ί) = 9^01^(33) where S3 is the Jordan algebra determined
by (x9y) and the space 930 spanned by ( ΰ 1 9 ΰ2> ••• 9ur). Since (x9y) is
non-degenerate in 930, (2) and (3) are consequences of (4). We now
assume that (x9y) is non-degenerate. Then r=n and all the 7«ΦO.
In this case it is well known that if n is even then Hf(3ί) is a Kro-
necker product of (generalized) quaternion algebras while if n is odd
then !!,($) has a center with basis 1, c where c = ΰ1ΰ2" ΰn and

Γ~l
c2 = ( — 1)L'2J7!72 ••• 7W.19) Also in the this case U,(3f) is a Kronecker
product of Φ(c) and quaternion algebras. Now Φ(c) is either a
quadratic field or a direct sum of two copies of Φ according as

18) This result is well known. We include the proof for the sake of completeness.
19) Cf., for example, [15], p. 155.
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Γ^Ί
(•^-l)1-*-^! ••• 7« is not or is a square. Since the discriminant of (x, y)
is ββ2'"βn and & = 4γi, (4) is now clear.

Since the elements ΰt are linearly independent it is clear that
the mapping a—>ά of 3f into tt,($) is 1-1. This remark shows that
$ is a special Jordan algebra. In the sequel we shall not distinguish
between the elements of $ and their images in 11,(3>). We shall
therefore drop the bars in the notation introduced in the above proof.

The structure of the Clifford algebra !!,($) and the known theory
of representations of associative algebras give a complete solution of
the problem of special representations of the Jordan algebra $ of a
non-degenerate symmetric scalar product. Thus the semi-simplicity
of the Π,(S>) implies complete reducibility of the special representa-
tions. If n is even we have just one irreducible representation (in
the sense of isomorphism) . while if n is odd we have either one or

Γwltwo according as (— 1)L*J is not or is a square in Φ.

15 . Meson algebras

We have noted (§5) that the universal associative algebra U(3ί)
of the representations of a Jordan algebra with an identity is a
direct sum of the universal algebra !!,($) of the special representa-
tions of 3f and the universal algebra U^Sf) of the unital representa-
tions. Also we have a homomorphism of UjO) onto U(

S

2)($) the uni-
versal associative algebra of sums of commuting special representa-
tions. We proceed now to the analysis of ϊl jQf) for the Jordan algebra
3f of a symmetric scalar product. Since these algebras seem to have
been considered first in the theory of mesons, we shall call l^O)
the meson algebra of the symmetric scalar product (x,y) (in 3>0). If
we identify 3ί0 with its corresponding subset in UJ.Qί) then we see
that UjtSf) is generated by 1 and the elements of $0 and that the
latter satisfy the relations

(80) xyz + zyx = ( x , y ) z + (y, z) x .

We determine first an upper bound for the dimensionality of

LEMMA. If dim$ = n + l then dimU^X n

Proof. Let ( u 1 9 u2, -,un) be a basis for $0 . Then it follows
easily from (80) that every element of U^Sί) is a linear combination
of 1 and the elements

(81) «?#? ~uj
{ ' * * *
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where

(82) ί'ι<ί'2 < — <*'*; i*+ι<i*+3<

The number of such elements is

"=§(?) (,Σ(0(Y X
V - '

(83,
«-*)]'

Since ( , ) ( T ) — — ΊJ~Ί^~~Π — £\~~ ^ ^~^ *s even and

if '"* is odd' the sum /(/) Ξ

is the sum of the coefficients of the terms in (a + b + c)1 for which the
exponents of b and c are equal and those for which the exponent of

b exceeds that of c by 1. This is the same as the sum of the con-

stant term and the coefficient of b in (l + b + j-\ . Hence N is the

sum of the constant term and the coefficient of b in

This is the same as the sum of the coefficients of b" and bnlί in
-. Thus

/O*7\ / -̂17
Λ r / Aft' \ I <uΐί

+ 1
and

Theorem 15. 1. // $ is the Jordan algebra of the symmetric scalar
product (x, y) and dim 3f = « 4- 1, then the dimensionality of the meson

algebra H^) is ( ^+ ) and U^) is isomorphic to the universal asso-\ n )
dative algebra U^2^.^) of sums of commuting special representation of &

Proof. Since we have a homomorphism of HL(ΐ$) onto U^2)(.^) and

since dim U, < f2f "hlV it suffices to show that dim UC

S

2) = ( 2™ + ̂  .\ n j \ n /
We choose a basis for ^0 so that (ut, U j ) = δ i j β j . Then (79) holds
for the corresponding elements of U,($) and the elements uilui2"-uiK,
1 <ί ii <C ^2 <C •" foi"m a basis for U,(3f). (We now adopt the convention
that this product represents 1 if 'k = 0.) The elements Ut1ui2 -UtJ,

j? ••• Ujl9 ^ i < C 2 2 < C * " j Ji^Jz^'" form a basis for UsxΌ,s, and
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the elements vt = Ui®uQ + uQ®uiy i = 1, 2, ••-,#, and 1 ( = M O X W O ) are
generators for ttc,2). Every element of U<2) is a linear combination of

the ( ™+ } elements v}v] •••»?«. ••• ». where the /, are distinct and\ n } *ι *2 *fc *fc+ι ^ *
satisfy (82). It remains to see that these elements are linearly
independent. Hence suppose we have a non-trivial linear relation
connecting these elements. Let vr be one of the v's and write the
relation as A2 + A1+A0 = 0 where At is homogeneous of degree i in vr.
Since vfy* = vffi for all i we can write y!2 = v?BQ where BQ is homo-
geneous of degree 0 in vr. Now any element which is homogeneous
of degree 0 in υr can be expressed in terms of the base elements
uil ••• uiκ®ujl " Ujl with indices φr. If the coefficient of uil ••• uίk

"-ujL is φO the same holds for the coefficient of uίl ••• ur ••• uik

••Ur UjΊ in vl times the given homogeneous element. It
follows that BQ = 0. A similar argument shows that AQ = 0 hence
also Al = 0. This reasoning shows that the existence of a non-trivial
linear relation connecting the 0? ••• v* Vίk+1 ••• #/z implies the existence

of such a relation which is homogeneous of degree 1 in, say,
1*1* v2>~'>vt and of degree 0 in the remaining v's. Such a relation
has the form Σ^Ί ••• hvhvh '" υh = 0 where the summation is taken
over all the permutations ./Ί, Λ , ••• ,/ t of 1, 2, ••-,£ such that
Jι<^Jz<^ and J2<^J4<^ . We assume also that our non-trivial
relation is shortest and that £ is minimal. Now ^ must occur either
in the first or the second place in the terms of the relation. Since
v1viυl = 0 for zφl, left multiplication of the relation by υί annihilates
the terms in which vl occurs in second position. The remaining
terms give a relation Σ7 aj1 ••• jtv\Vj2 ••• ϋjt = 0 and ]>y ΛΛ "* J t v J 2 f " vh
= 0. This contradicts the assumption made on the degree of the
original relation unless the new relation is trivial. Thus we see that
in the first relation vλ occurs in the second position for every term
with non-zero coefficient. For these terms V2 occurs in either the
first or fourth positions. Left multiplication by v.2 shows that v2

occurs in the fourth position in every term with non-zero coefficient.
Continuing in this way we see that the terms with non-zero coefficient
have the form *v*v*Vs* ••• . Evidently there is only one such term,
and if we express the ^ as ui®vQ-hu0®ui we see that it is φO. Thus
we have a contradiction and the theorem is proved.

16. Structure of meson algebras

It is easy to see that the radical of (x, y) generates a nil-ideal in
the meson algebra UjQf) — U$2)($) and that t^ is a direct sum of this
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ideal and a subalgebra which is the algebra associated with the non-
degenerate scalar product determined by (x,y). We therefore obtain,
as usual, a reduction to the non-degenerate case. From now on we
assume that (x,y) is non-degenerate. Suppose first that n ( = dim^0)
is even.

Theorem 16.1. Let (x,y) be a non-degenerate symmetric scalar
product in a space of even dimensionality n and let U t be the meson alge-
bra associated with (x,y). Then 11 x is a direct sum of ideals which are

matrix algebras Φ f c , k = (" + 1) , (* J1) , - , (jj + J) . ̂

Proof. Consider the Clifford algebra U,. We have seen (Th. 14.1)
that this is central simple. If xeΐίs we denote the left (right) multip-
lication in the tts determined by x as Lx (Rx). Since tts is central
simple the algebra generated by the Lx and Ry is the Kronecker
product of the algebra generated by the Lx and that generated by
the Ry.2^ If tf^S ( S ΞU,) then a-+La and a—>Ra are commuting
special representations. Hence a-*La+Ra is a unital representation
of 3f. The enveloping associative algebra of this representation has

the same dimensionality ί n^ \ as 11 j (cf. the proof of Th. 15.1).

Hence it gives a faithful representation of the meson algebra. We
shall now define certain invariant subspaces of the Clifford algebra
relative to the transformations La + Ray ae£$. For this purpose we
choose a basis ut, i = 1, 2, ••• , ny for S0 such that (ut, Uj) = δtjβt.
Let Sc*°, k = 0, 1, ••• , n, be the space spanned by the vectors
UίlUi2 ••• HI*, ί'ι <C^2 <C " ^^'fc Then one verifies that the subspaces
3fw + 3fcl\ SC2) + S(3), •••, 3fcn) are invariant relative to the La + Ra.
Typical relations for this are the following :

/W\Since the dimensionality of £vcfc) is ( , ) , the dimensionalities of
\κ/

CO) + ̂ cl) , 3C2) + S(3) , - are respectively , ̂  J ̂  , . Hence

20) For the case of an algebraically closed base field, this theorem as well as Theorem
16.2 are due to Svartholm [34]. Cf. also Jacobson [20].

21) See, for example, the author's Theory of Rings, New York, 1943, p. 103.
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the dimensionality of the enveloping associative algebra of the La 4- Ra

is at most

\ 1

Now this bound can be attained only if the enveloping algebra of
the induced linear transformations in 3fc°> + 3cl>, $C2) -f 3C3) , - are the
complete algebras of linear transformations and the enveloping alge-
bra of the La + Ra is the direct sum of these algebras. Since we have
observed that the enveloping associative algebra of the La + Ra does

have dimension ( ] , this proves that it is the direct sum indi-

cated. Hence the meson algebra has this structure.
The discussion of the case in which n = 2v — 1 is odd is more

complicated owing to the fact that the Clifford algebra is not central
simple in this case. In order to circumvent this difficulty we imbed
the odd dimensional space $0 in an even dimensional one
5Ϊ0 = $0 + Φun+ί with a scalar product which is an extension of the
given one. We may assume also that (un+1 , un+1) = 1 and (un+1 , 3f0) = O
Let ffi be the Jordan algebra SΪ00Φ1 and let U f (Sΐ) be the associated
Clifford algebra. Then St^S and U t(Λ)^tt f(3f). Let Lay Ra, ae&
now denote the left and right multiplication, respectively, acting in
Hi)®). Then a-+La-±Ra is a unital representation of $ whose envelop-
ing associative algebra is isomorphic to the meson algebra U^Sf) of
$- As before, we wish to decompose U,(fl) into subspaces which are
invariant relative to the La + Ra. Let $c*°, k = 0, •••,«, be the sub-
space spanned by the vectors Ui1ui2-- m* where the ij are in increas-
ing order and have values in !,•••,». Then the subspaces 3>C(° 4-3>CO>

W n + j . , ••• , Qf^^n^! are invariant relative to La + Raya£^$. This
can be verified by straight-forward calculations like those in (85).
Since c = w 1w 2 wn commutes with the «,, the linear transformation
C — Lc commutes with the La + Ra. Since this mapping is 1-1 and
sends 3CO) + 3(1) onto &"-» + &»>, ^C2) + ̂ (3) onto .^-3)^^-2)... and

3fwfίn+1 onto 3W«Λ+1, 3
c°wfi+1 + 3fC2)«Λ+1 onto 3ίCn-2)«n+1 + 3Cf>-1^fl+1, - ,

it defines an isomorphism between these spaces. Hence in seeking
representatives of the classes of isomorphic spaces we are led to
consider only the following spaces :

(86) SC

if v is even and
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(87) Sco> -f 3CO

if v is odd. In the first case C maps 3fCv~1)wn+1 + .3ίCv)ίίfi+1 into itself and
in the second it maps .SCv~1)4-.^Cv) into itself. In either case C inter-
changes the two spaces displayed and these spaces have the same

dimensionality Y ^ Λ = (n\ = \ (* "J"1) - Suppose now that (-1)^ δ,

δ the discriminant of (x,y) is a square. In this case we can replace
C by a suitable scalar times C and obtain D such that D2 = 1. It
follows that the space 3Cv~°w»+ι + 3Cv)wn+1, v even, and ^Cv~1) + ̂ Cv), »
odd, decomposes as a direct sum of two invariant subspaces relative
to the La + Ra and that these spaces have the same dimensionality

2 ~ ( n + )• Thus the maximum dimensionality of the induced set of

linear transformations in $Cv~1)ww+1 + $(v)^+1 or 3f(v"~1) + 3ίCv) by the

enveloping associative algebra of the La + Ra is ^-( + ) . For the
z \ v I fn-4-\\2

other subspaces in (83) and (837) we obtain the upper bounds ί Λ ) ,

' * 1 '
follows that the induced sets of linear transformations in the spaces
indicated are the complete sets of linear transformations in these
spaces. This implies that the meson algebra is a direct sum of ideals

which are matrix algebras Φ f c , k = (n~^ ),•••, I ]̂ ι ) an(i tw° matrix
ι Λ* . ι\ \ u / \y -1/ rn-ι

algebras Φ^, *' = ̂ ί ^ )• Suppose next that (-l)L ϊ Jδ is not a

square. Then our reasoning shows that if we adjoin the square root of
this element then the induced algebra of linear transformations in
3ίCv"1)w»+1 + 3ίCvX+1, ^ even, or in 3fCv"°4 3fCv), » odd, is a direct sum
of two matrix algebras of k'2 dimensions. Hence the original induced
set of linear transformations is an algebra which is either a direct
sum of two copies of <Ey or is of the form Pfc

r where P is a quadratic
field over Φ. Since there exists a linear transformation C which is
not a scalar but whose square is a scalar commuting with the algebra
of induced linear transformations in 3fCv"1)wn+1 + 3fCv)wn+1 or g(v~ι:> + 3ίCv:>

it follows that only the latter alternative can hold and that P = Φ(c).
Γ-ΊIf we observe that in the first case ( ( — l) L - J δ is a square) Φ[V] is a

direct sum of two algebras of order one, then we can state the result
in a uniform way as follows

Theorem 16.2. Let (x,y) be a non- degenerate symmetric scalar pro-
duct in a space of odd dimensionality n = 2y — 1. Then the meson algebra
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j of (x>y] is a direct sum of ideals which are matrix algebras

center of the Clifford algebra of (x,y).

We remark that the numbers k occuring in Th. 16. 1 can also be

written as , > - > " so that we can state that result

in a manner similar to that of Th. 16. 2. It is note-worthy that the
structure of the meson algebra does not depend very much on the
nature of the scalar product. In the even dimensional case, it is a
function of the dimensionality only while in the odd dimensional case
it depends only on the dimensionality and the discriminant. This is
not too surprising since it is related to the well-known fact that the
structure of the algebra generated by the left and right multiplica-
tions in a simple associative algebra depends only on the dimension-
ality and the center.

Since the meson algebra is semi-simple, it follows that every
unital representation of the Jordan algebra $ is completely reducible.
The number and nature of the irreducible unital representations are
given in Ths. 16. 1 and 16. 2. Thus these are just the representations
induced in the various subspaces which we used in proving these
theorems. It is clear also that these representations are induced
representations in the sum of the two commuting special representa-
tions a-+Laya-»Ra (in U f(3f) or U,(ffl)). This and the complete
reducibility imply the following result.

Theorem 16. 3. Every unital module of the Jordan algebra ^ of a
non- degenerate symmetric scalar product is a submodule of a sum of two
commuting special modules.

IV. REPRESENTATION OF FINITE DIMENSIONAL SEMI-SIMPLE
ALTERNATIVE AND JORDAN ALGEBRAS

17. Resume and remarks on the structure theory

The structure theory of finite dimensional alternative algebras is
due to Zorn ([37]), that of finite dimensional Jordan algebras to
Albert([2] and [4]). In both cases the principal facts are as follows.
If SI is finite dimensional alternative or Jordan, SI contains a unique
maximal nilpotent ideal $R called the radical of 31. The difference
algebra SI/5R is semi-simple in the sense that its radical is 0. Every
semi-simple algebra is a direct sum of ideals which are simple alge-
bras (with non-zero squares). It remains to list the simple algebras
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and it suffices to consider those which are central.

If SI is an alternative simple algebra, either SI is associative, in
which case, its structure is known by the Wedderburn theorem, or §ί
is a (generalized) Cayley algebra C. Such an algebra is obtained by
starting with a quaternion algebra Q and forming the direct sum of

Q and a Cayley bimodule for Q obtained from the right regular
representation. (Cf p. 42 of these proofs. One takes a-> Ua to be the
right regular representation.) Multiplication of elements in Q by those

of the module is given by the module compositions. If u is an element
of the module corresponding to 1 then the module is Qu = {qu\q^Q}.
Hence we have the rules :

(88) 0ι(tf2«) = (tf 2 tfι) « > qu^uq, (uqj q2 = u(q2q^

where the # « € Q and q — tτq —q the usual conjugate quaternion. To
complete the multiplication one must define (q^u}(q2u}. The alternative
identities give qu2 = u2q and this implies that u2 = μί. One can then
deduce from the Moufang identity (uq^}(q2u] = (u(^q^q2}} u that

(89) (q,u}(qzu} =μqzql.

If μ = 0, Qu is a nilpotent ideal in C. Hence we must assume also
that μΦQ. One verifies that the resulting algebra C is alternative.
We can extend the involution q—*~q in Q to one in C in such a way

that ΰ= —u. The self-adjoint elements relative to this involution are
the elements of Φ( =Φ1). Hence we can write C = C0-t-Φl where C0

is the set of skew elements. It is easy to see that ( x , y ) = 2(xy + yx)
is a non-degenerate scalar product in C 0. Since the Jordan algebra
Cj is the Jordan algebra of this scalar product, C^ is simple (Prop.

11.1). This implies that C is a simple alternative algebra. It is easy

to verify that the nucleus of C is Φl. Also the only elements which
commute with all the elements of C are those in Φl.

In order to determine the finite dimensional simple Jordan alge-

bras, one assumes first that the base field is algebraically closed. In

this case one defines the degree of the algebra to be the maximum
number of orthogonal idempotents in the algebra. At the present
time it is not certain that one knows all the simple algebras of
degree one. One might conjecture that the only algebra of this type

is the one dimensional algebra. This is known to be the case for
special Jordan algebras and for algebras of characteristic 0.

It is easy to see that the simple algebras of degree two are
Jordan algebras determined by non-degenerate symmetric scalar pro-

ducts. Suppose now that $ has degree at least three. Then $ has
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n

an identity and 1 = 2 βt > n ̂  3, where the ^ are orthogonal idempo-

tents which are primitive in the sense that the terms $w (cf eq. (26))
of the Peirce decomposition have no ίdempotents other than the et.
If 3ί = Σ θSo is the Peirce decomposition, then one can prove that,

ίsj
for every i,jφ, $u + $tjj+£$ij is the Jordan algebra of a symmetric
non-degenerate scalar product. If follows that we can find a utj such
that Ut) = et + e j . We can therefore apply the structure theorem,
Th. 9.1 (cf. the remark following this theorem). Let 35 be the alter-
native (or associative) algebra with involution furnished by this
theorem. If 35 has a radical @, then @ is a self-adjoint ideal. Then,
by Th. 7.1, $ has a proper ideal =f= 0, contrary to assumption. It
follows that 35 is semi-simple so that 35 is a direct sum of simple
algebras. In fact, it is now clear that either 35 is simple or 35 is a
direct sum of two anti-isomorphic simple algebras. If we make use
of the fact that the self-ad joint elements are in the nucleus and that
the e€ are primitive we see that the only possibilities for 35 are the
following :

A. 35 is a direct sum of two one dimensional algebras. B. 35 is
one dimensional. C. 35 is a quaternion algebra ( = Φ2) with the
involution whose self-adjoint elements are the elements of Φ. E. 35
is the Cayley algebra and the involution in 35 is the one whose set
of self-adjoint elements is Φ. Accordingly, we speak of a simple
Jordan algebra of type A, B, C or E. Of course, the last occurs only
if n = 3. The corresponding algebra is usually denoted as M\. By
Th. 8.1, this type of construction really does give a Jordan algebra
and by Th. 8. 2, this algebra is exceptional. The other simple Jordan
algebras which we have listed are all special.

Suppose now that $ is a central simple Jordan algebra over an
arbitrary base field Φ. Then if Ω, is the algebraic closure of Φ, £VΩ

is simple and hence is one of the algebras which we have listed. If
^Ω is one dimensional then so is $• If ^Ω is of degree two then it
is easy to see that $ is the algebra of a non-degenerate symmetric
scalar product. If 3>Q is of degree at least three and is special, then
it is the set of self-adjoint elements of a matrix algebra ®w (n the
degree) with a canonical involution. Hence, by Th. 12.1, 3f itself is
the set of self-adjoint elements of an associative algebra §1 with an
involution. One sees easily that Si is either simple or a direct sum
of two anti-isomorphic simple algebras.220 If $Ω is Mf then it has

22) These results are due to Kalisch [21] and to F. D. and N. Jacobson [15].
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been shown by Schafer [31] that £v is the set of self -adjoint elements
of C3 where C is a Cayley algebra and the involution is canonical in
C3 and is based on the usual involution in C.

18. Representation theory for the exceptional cases

In this section we shall determine the birepresentations of the
exceptional simple alternative algebras C and the exceptional simple
Jordan algebras Ml.

Theorem 18. 1. Let C be a Cayley algebra over an arbitrary field Φ
and let 2Jί be an alternative bimodule for C. Then 5DΪ = ailiθSDΪo where
93? ! is a unital sub-bimodule and SDΪ0 is the sub-bimodule annihilated on
both sides by C. Any unital sub-bimodule is a direct sum of sub-bίmodules
which are ίsomorphic to C.

Proof. We have the Peirce decomposition 93Ϊ = $Dΐ0oθ3Woιθ3Wι0

φSDϊn relative to the identity of C. Now the sub-bimodules 2J101 and
ςJJί10 are associative. Since C is simple and not associative, it follows
that these are 0. Hence if we set 5W1 = 9M1 1, 2K0 = SK0o > we obtain
the first statement. We now assume that 3JI = ί$Jl1 is unital. Let
a-*La, a-*Ra denote the birepresentation and let S>1 and S2 denote
the Lie algebras of linear transformations generated by {La} and {/?«}
respectively. Then S1 = Φ1+S1

/ where S/ is the ideal generated by
the &a with a in C0 , the set of skew elements relative to the usual
involution in C. Similarly 82 = Φl-f82'. Let £ denote the Lie alge-
bra generated by the La and the Ra. Since we can deduce from (9)
that

[Lαί?δ] = -ft- (J?αδ-»o — [#J?& ])

(90)

we see that S/, S/ are ideals in S. We observe next that a-*La,
a-* Ra define special representations of the Jordan algebra Cj and we
recall that this is the Jordan algebra of a non-degenerate scalar
product in C0 . Hence by the theory of Clifford algebras, these repre-
sentations are completely reducible. Assume, for the moment, that
2Jϊ — C and consider the two representation a — » La , a — » Ra of Cj .
We assert that these are not equivalent. Otherwise, we have a 1-1
transformation S in C such that Ra = S~1LaS9 that is, (xS) a = (ax) S
holds for all a, x in C. Then (ax) S2 = (0S)(#S). If we set a = 1 this
gives (1S)(*S) = (*S)(1S). Hence lS = σl, σ-eΦ. We may now nor-
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malize S so that IS =±= 1. Then xS2 = xS or S2 = S. This implies that
S = 1. Thus we have La = Ra which is clearly impossible. We there-
fore see that the Clifford algebra U,(Cj-) has two inequivalent 8 dimen-
sional unital representations. Thus U,(Cj ) is a direct sum of two
central simple algebras Δ f c where Δ is a central division algebra of
h2 dimensions and hk — 8. The irreducible representations of this
algebra are realized in a space of h2k dimensions. Hence h2k <] hk
and so h = 1, k = 8, Δ = Φ. Hence the irreducible representations of
Us(Cj) are in 8 dimensional spaces and consequently a->La, a -> Ra

give the two inequivalent irreducible representations. We recall also
that, by Prop. 13.3, the Lie algebra generated by the mappings

Ra — LΛ + Ra, aeC0, is simple. We have the relation

(91) [[#J?δ] RC] = R*> d={ {bc}a} - { b { c a } }
•

for a, by c in C0. We return now to the general unital bimodule 9JΪ.
Since a-^La,a^>Ra are special representations of CJ9 L α Φθ and
7?δ φ 0 for some ay b £ C0. Otherwise, we should have a unital repre-
sentation of the Clifford algebra Hg(Cj) in a one dimensional space.

Thus S/ and S/ are Φθ. By (90) and Prop. 13.3, Ra-*La and

Ra -> 7?̂  determine isomorphisms. Hence £/ and S/ are simple Lie
algebras. Since these are ideals in the Lie algebra & so is their
intersection. Hence either S/ = S/ or S 1

//n\8 2

/ = 0. In the latter
case [Lα7?δ] = 0 for all a and b. Thus the ^representation is associa-
tive and we have a contradiction. We have therefore proved that
S/ = S/, Sj = S2. Now we know that the set Sx is completely
reducible since a -* La is a special representation of Cj. Hence our
bimodule is completely reducible and its irreducible sub-bimodules
are just the irreducible invariant subspaces relative to the La. We
suppose finally that 9Jί is an irreducible unital bimodule. Then our
reasoning shows that it is 8 dimensional and a -> La, a -»Ra are
irreducible special representations of Cj. They are therefore equiva-
lent to one of the representations a -> La, a -> Ra acting in C. Hence
we may as well identify the space SJJΪ with C and we may take
La = la or La = ra where /α, ra now denote the multiplications in C.
Assume first that we have La — la. Then, by (90), [Lα/?δ] — [Lαr&]
for all a,beC0. Since S/ is simple and contains the Rυ and rb this
implies that Rb — rb. It follows that ςJJί and C are identical. Next
assume that La = ra. Then, by (90), Rb satisfies
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On the other hand, we can deduce from (89) that

[rα, -/δ-rδ] = -2-(rδα_αδ-[rαrδ]).

It follows that Rυ=-(lb + rb} for all beC0. Let {bb} = βl. Then
βx = *#Γδ&; = x{RbRt>} = b2x + xb2 + 2bxb = βx + 2bxb. Hence fo δ = 0 for
all ΛΓ and so έ2 = 0 for all b e C0. This contradicts the fact that the
scalar product associated with C0 is non-degenerate. Hence La = rα

is impossible and the only irreducible bimodule is essentially C. This
completes the proof.23)

We shall apply the result we have just obtained to determine the
modules for the exceptional simple Jordan algebras. To do this we
shall consider the following question: If 501 is a unital bimodule for
C in how many ways can one introduce an involution in 501 so that
the self-adjoint elements are in the nucleus 5ft of 50i? In order to
determine 5ft we consider a direct decomposition of 50Z into irreducible
sub-bimodules 50Ϊ*. Then 5ft is the sum of the nuclei of the 50ZΛ. If
5ftΛ is the nucleus of sJftΛ, 5ftΛ corresponds to the nucleus Φl of C
under an isomorphism of C onto sJftΛ. It follows that the elements u
of the nucleus can also be characterized by the property au = ua for

all a G C. Now suppose that we have an involution m -> m in 3ft so
that SOΐ becomes a C-bimodule with involution. Then 5ft is mapped
into itself by this involution. If the induced mapping is not the
identity then we have a non-zero element u G 5ft such that ΰ=—u.

Then if a 6 C0, au = ua = au. Hence au e 5ft. If we refer to the iso-
morphism of the 9DΪΛ with C we see that this is impossible for #ΦO.

Thus u = u for all #e5ft . Hence au=—au for all w e 5ft, aeC0.
This implies that the 50lrt are isomorphic with C even as bimodules
with involution and 5IJΪ as bimodule with involution is a direct sum
of copies of C.

Theorem 18. 2. Let ^ be an exceptional simple Jordan algebra (finite
dimensional] and let 501 be a Jordan module for 3f. Then Sft is a direct
sum of a unital submodule and a submodule annihilated by 3f Any unital
^-module is a direct sum of submodules isomorphic to $.

Proof. The first statement follows from the Peirce decomposition

23) The foregoing proof has the same basic idea as that of Theorem 11.1, namely, the

subordination of the alternative theory to the Jordan theory. It is possible to derive this

result also by strictly alternative methods based on properties of the Peirce decomposition,

Cf, Zorn [37], Albert β].
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and the fact that $ is simple and not special. We suppose now that
s)Jί is unital and, for the present, we assume that the involution in
the matrix algebra over C giving $ is standard. Then according to
Th. 10. 3, SJJΪ determines a unital C-bimodule φ with involution such
that the self-ad joint elements of ^ are in the nucleus. Hence ty is
a direct sum of copies of C. This implies that 3Jί is a direct sum of
copies of 3f. .This proves the theorem if the involution defining $v is
standard. Also we see that in this case the universal associative
algebra !!($) of the representations is simple, for its representations
are completely reducible and there is just one irreducible representa-
tion. Now if £9 is arbitrary then we can find an extension P of the
base field so that 3P is given by a standard involution. Then
U(.3ί)p = ϊl(3fp) is simple. Hence U(ft) is simple. This implies that
the representations of $ are completely reducible and that in the
sense of isomorphisms we have only one irreducible representation.
This is, of course, the regular representation. Hence the theorem
holds for arbitrary £v.

19. Representation of separable algebras

A finite dimensional alternative or Jordan algebra is said to be
separable if it is semi-simple and its center is a direct sum of
separable fields. If §1 is such an algebra and O is the algebraic
closure of the base field, then 2ίΩ is semi-simple. In the preceding
section we have determined the bimodules for the exceptional central
simple alternative and Jordan algebras. We consider next another
particular case of separable algebras, namely, the non-exceptional
central simple algebras.

Theorem 19.1. Let Sί be a central simple associative algebra of n2

dimensions. Then every alternative bimodule for 21 is completely reducible.
If n Φ 2, every irreducible alternative bimodule is associative and there
are three classes (in the sence of isomorphism] of irreducible bimodules.
If n = 2 then 91 has four classes of irreducible alternative bimodules,
three of which are associative and one a Cayley bimodule.

Proof. Suppose first the base field Φ is algebraically closed.
Then 21 = Φ^ . If 3JΪ is an alternative bimodule, then we have the
Peirce decomposition ITO = 2ft 00 θ 3ft01 0 2ft10 0 2ft „ . 2ft00 is annihi-
lated left and right by SI; TO01(

ςJJί10) is an associative right (left)
91-module and so is completely reducible. 2ftn is unital. Hence if
n =J= 2 this is associative and so it can be considered as a right
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module for the associative algebra Φ w x Φ w . Hence it is completely
reducible. If n = 2 then SUl^ is a direct sum of an associative bi-
module and a Cayley bimodule (Th. 11.1). The associative part is
completely reducible as before. Also it is clear from the definition
of a Cayley bimodule that the lattice of sub-bimodules of a Cayley
bimodule coincides with the lattice of sub-modules of the associative
right module (or representation) used to construct the Cayley bimodule.
Hence it is completely reducible. Since a simple associative algebra
possesses just one irreducible right (left) module it is clear that if
HΦ2 then Φn has three classes of irreducible bimodules. I f n — 2
then any two Cayley bimodules are isomorphic if and only if the
associative right modules used to define them are isomorphic. Hence
in this case we have one additional class of irreducible bimodules.
This proves the result for algebraically closed base fields. Also, in
this case, we see that the universal associative algebra 11 (Φn) of the
birepresentations is semi-simple and we can determine its structure.
Thus each class of irreducible birepresentation accounts for a simple
component of ll(Φn). Hence if n Φ 2 then U(Φn) is a direct sum of
three simple algebras and if n = 2 then U(Φn) is a direct sum of four
simple algebras. Now let the base field be arbitrary and let Ω be its
algebraic closure. Then U(3l)Q = ll(3ϊQ) = U(Ω>>) since %Q = Ω,n. Hence
11(31) is semi-simple and the bimodules are completely reducible.
Now 31 has an irreducible associative right (left) module and an
irreducible associative unital bimodule. Evidently no two of these are
isomorphic. If n = 2 we have also an irreducible Cayley bimodule.
Hence 11(31) is a direct sum of at least three simple components if
H Φ 2 and of at least four simple components if n = 2. Since U(SI)Ω

is a direct sum of three or four components in these two cases it is
clear that 11(31) is a direct sum of exactly three simple algebras if
n φ 2 and of exactly four simple algebras if n = 2. Since these
correspond to the irreducible bimodules we have indicated, the latter
give a complete list of sub-bimodules. This completes the proof.

We note also that we can calculate the dimensionality of 11(31).
Thus the dimensionality of a simple component is the dimensionality
of the enveloping associative algebra of the corresponding irreducible
bimodules. Hence if n Φ 2 then dim 11(31) — n2 + n2 + n" = n2(n2 + 2] and
if. 0 = 2 then dim U(5I) = 28.

We shall say that a central simple Jordan algebra 3> is of degree
k if SΩ is of degree k for Ω the algebraic closure of the base field.

PROPOSITION 19.1. Let $ be a special central simple Jordan algebra
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of degree #^>3. Then every Jordan module for $ is completely
reducible.

Proof. The theory of Peirce decomposition reduces the consider-
ations to special modules and unital modules. Since the universal
associative algebra is either simple or a direct sum of two simple
algebras, the special modules are completely reducible. We consider
next the unital modules and we suppose at first that the base field
is algebraically closed. Let iϋϊ be unital and let © be the associative
algebra associated with © in the structure theory (§17), so that © is
either a direct sum of two algebras of dim 1 (type A), is of dim 1
(type B) or is the matrix algebra Φ2 (type C). The involution in ©
in the first case exchanges the two component algebras and in the
last it has the form a->tr(a}—a so that the self-adjoint elements are
the elements of Φ. We introduce the algebra ©, the cross product
(©x®, P, 1) defined in §10. In the first case, © is a direct sum of
a quaternion algebra and four one dimensional algebras. In the
second, © is a direct sum of two algebras of order one and in the
third © is a direct sum of two matrix algebras Φ 4 . These results
are easily proved and we leave the details to the reader. If n ^> 3
we can reduce the discussion of ςJJί to that of an associative ©-
bimodule with involution and then to a right module for ©. Since ©
is semi-simple all of these are completely reducible. If n = 3 we
have to consider also alternative S-bimodules with involution such
that the self-adjoint elements are in the nucleus. Now the alternative
bimodules for the algebra © we are considering are all associative
except for © = Φ 2 . In the associative cases (types A, B) we again
get a reduction to right ©-modules and complete reducibility holds.
We have to consider finally alternative Φ2-bimodules with involutions.
Hence let β̂ be a unital alternative bimodule for Φ 2 . Then ^r=^1 0φ2

where $βx is associative and ^32 is a Cayley bimodule. It is easy to
see that the nucleus of Sβ2 is 0. Hence ^ is the nucleus of Sβ. On
the other hand, the only element z1 in φt such that az1 = zβ for all
a e Φ2 is z1 = 0. Hence $β2 can be characterized as the set of ele-
ments z in 5β such that az = za for all a. It now follows that if $β
has an involution then both *px and *β2 are self-adjoint. Hence ̂  is
an associative Φ2-bimodule with involution and is completely reducible
since © is semi-simple. Now in ^β2 we require the self-adjoint
elements to be in the nucleus. Since the nucleus is 0 the involution
maps every element into its negative. Hence every sub-bimodule is
self-adjoint. It follows that ^β2 is completely reducible as bimodule
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with involution. Thus we see that complete reducibility holds also
for type C, n = 3. This completes the proof for algebraically base
fields. As in the alternative case, the use of universal associative
algebra of the representations permits us to extend the result to
arbitrary base fields.

The proof of the foregoing theorem gives an enumeration of the
classes of irreducible unital modules in the algebraically closed case.
Thus the consideration of the structure of © shows (via Th. 10.3,
10. 4) that if $ is of type A, there are five such classes and if £5 is
of type B or of type C with n^> 3 there are two. If 3f is of type C
with n = 3 then there are three. Thus let β̂ be an irreducible
Cayley bimodule for Φ2. Then we can make β̂ into a bimodule with
an involution by defining x= — x for all xety. Then the self-ad joint
elements of the split null extension g = Φ2 θ 5β are multiples of 1.
Hence they are in the center of £?. It follows that ty determines an
irreducible unital module for the simple Jordan algebra $ of type C
with n = 3. We remark also that the corresponding split null ex-
tension is a new exceptional Jordan algebra of 21 dimensions.

Using the information just obtained we can determine the number
of classes of irreducible modules for special central simple algebras
of degree #^>3 over an arbitrary base field. In several case we can
determine quite explicitly the irreducible modules. In addition to
the results in the algebraically closed case, we shall need to investi-
gate the structure of the universal associative algebra Uί2)(3>).

We say that the Jordan algebra $ is of type A, B, C or E if ^Ω

is of type A, B, C or E for 12 the algebraic closure of the base field.

It is known that any algebra of types B or C is isomorphic to the
algebra ξ> of self-adjoint elements of a central simple associative
algebra Sί with an involution (of first kind).20 If the degree of ξ> is
ny then dim ξ> = n(n + l)/2 for type B and dim^ = n(2n — 1) for type
C. The universal associative algebra of § is Si and the fundamental
involution is the involution defining ξ>. The dimensionality of SI is
n2 for type B and 4n2 for type C. If Qf is of type A either $ is
isomorphic to an algebra SIj-, SI central simple associative or £5 is
isomorphic to the algebra ξ> of self-adjoint elements of a simple
associative algebra SI with an involution of second kind. Accordingly,
we say that 3f is of type Az or type Aτι. The universal associative
algebra of $ = SIf of type AT is the direct sum 31 0 SI' where SΓ is

24) The results stated without proof in this section can be found in F. D. and N.
Jacobson
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anti-isomorphίc to 51. The universal associative algebra of £5 = ξ> of
type AH is 21, the fundamental involution is the given one. For
central simple Jorden algebras of type A and degree n we have
dim $ = n2 and dim U,(.3ί) = 2n2. Coversely, the constructions we
have indicated here always yield central simple Jordan algebras of
type A, B or C.

PROPOSITION 19.2. Let SI be a finite dimensional central simple
associative algebra with an involution and let § denote the set of
self-adjoint elements, @ the set of skew elements. Assume deg § ̂ > 3.
(1) Then the subalgebra tt^(&) of Si ® 31 generated by the elements
h ® 1-f 1 (g) h, / z e £ > coicides with the set S3 of elements invariant
under the exchange automorphism P. (2) UC

S

2) e* Φκ/-ι)/2 ®
 φκ- +ι)/2 if

dim Si — r2 (3) ξ> and @ are non-isomorphic irreducible unital modules
for ξ>.

Proof. (1) Assume first that the base field Φ is algebraically
closed. Then SI = ®w where either ® = Φ or S = Φ2 with involution
#->tr# — #. In either case Prop. 7.3 shows that @ = [€>€>]. Hence,
by Th. 10.3, U<2)(£) = SB. The usual extension of the base field
argument shows that this holds for arbitrary base field Φ. (2) By
(1) dim UJ2) = r 2 ( r 2 +1)/2. Since 31 is central simple, the mappings
x-+{xh}, Jt eSί, / z e § determines a faithful representation of U<2).
Evidently £> and @ are invariant subspaces for this representation.
Their dimensionalities are r(r + l)/2, r(r —1)/2, respectively, for type
B and r(r —1)/2, r(r + l)/2 for type C. Accordingly the sum of the
squares of these dimensionalities is dim UC

S

2:). It follows that the
induced set of linear transformations in ξ> and @ are the complete
sets in these spaces. Hence UC

S

2) ̂  Φ,</-ι)/2 Φ Φχ/+D/2 (cf t^16 proof of
Th. 16.1). (3) This is an immediate consequence of (2).

PROPOSITION 19. 3. Let Sΐ be a central simple associative algebra
of n2 ^> 4 dimensions and let S3 denote the subalgebra of SI ® SI of
elements invariant under the automorphism P. Then S3 is a direct
sum of two central simple algebras of dimensionalities n2(n + l)2/4: and
and n2(n-l)2/4.

Proof. If the base field is algebraically closed 31 = Φn has an
involution which gives an algebra of type B and degree ̂ 3. Hence
Prop. 19. 2 (2) shows that S3 = Φn0l_ lV2 θ ΦMcn+ιv2 If Φ is arbitrary
and O is its algebraic closure, then S3Ω = ΩMCn-o/2 © Ωnc«+ιv2 Hence
either S3 is simple or it is a direct sum of two simple algebras. On
the other hand, it is well known that if a simple algebra remains
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semi-simple on extension of the base field to its algebraic closure,
then the extended algebra is a direct sum of isomorphic simple
algebras.25) Hence 35 is a direct sum of two simple algebras. These
become complete matrix algebras on extension of the base. Hence
they are central. Also it is clear that their dimensionalities are as
indicated.

PROPOSITION 19.4. Let SI, ξ> and @ be as in Prop. 19.2 and let
a—>ά be the involution in SI. (1) Then the linear transformations

(92)

give the five irreducible unital representations of 31 .̂ (2) The algebra
UC

S

2)(3I) coincides with the subalgebra 93 of Us(SI)®U,(Sl) of elements
invariant under P.

Proof (1). We represent SIj as the subset of matrices A = (% _ J

in the matrix algebra 3I2. Then X-> { X A } , Xe%2 defines a faithful
representation of t^2)(3I). We can decompose 3I2 as a direct sum of
six invariant subspaces whose matrices are, respectively,

la 0\ /O 0\ /O h\ /O s\ /O 0\ /O 0
lo oy, \o a), \o oy, \Q oy, (h oy, ^ o

where a e 31, h e f e , s e @. The first and second are isomorphic and
irreducible, since Slj- is simple. Hence we drop the second. The first
and last four are isomorphic to the modules defined by (92). If we
restrict a in (92) to belong to ξ> then the last four modules become
the irreducible ξ>-modules considered in Prop. 19. 2 (3). Hence these
are also irreducible for 31. Since our representation of U^2;)(3ί) in SI2

is faithful and since UC

S

2)(SI) is semi-simple (Prop. 19.1), the five
irreducible modules we have displayed include all the irreducible
unital modules for U^2). Now if the base field is algebraically closed,
then we have seen that there are five non-isomorphic unital modules
for U^2). Hence the modules we have defined are not isomorphic in
this case. Clearly, this implies that they are not isomorphic for any
base field. (2). We can calculate dimtl^ as the sum of the squares

25) See, for example, Jacobson, Theory of Rings, p. 115.
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of the dimensionalities of the five irreducible modules. Comparison
with dim S3 proves that U<2)(Sί) = ^3.

The simplest class of examples of simple associative algebras
with involutions of second kind are the matrix algebras Pn where P
is a quadratic extension of the base field Φ. Here we take the
involution a -> a' where the ' denotes the transpose and a is the
matrix obtained from a by taking the conjugation in P of the ele-
ments of a. We observe that a -> a' and a -> a commute. We shall
now consider a class of algebras with involutions of second kind
which is somewhat more general than that of the algebras Pn .

PROPOSITION 19. 5. Let 3ί be a simple associative algebra of
dimensionality 2n2

y n^3, with center P a quadratic extension of the
base field. Suppose that SI has an involution a-^ar of first kind and
an automorphism a -> a of period two which commutes with the
given involution and which induces an automorphism Φ 1 in P. Then
a -> άr is an involution of second kind. Let ξ> be the set of self -
adjoint elements of this involution. Then the linear transformations

(93) x-+xh+hx, x' = x , /zeξ>
x->xh+hx, %' — — x, /?eξ>

define three non-isomorphic irreducible unital modules for Jρ. Every
irreducible unital ξ>-module is isomorphic to one of these.

Proof. We use the automorphism σ : a -> a to define the crossed
product g = (3l, σ, 1). Let c be an element which we adjoin to 31 to
form 3s so that ca = άcy c2 = 1. One verifies that g is central simple.
Hence x-> {xh}, #eg, / z e ξ > defines a 1 — 1 representation of the semi-
simple associative algebra Uc/°(ξ>). We have four invariant subspaces
whose elements are, respectively, A e φ , s skew (s'=—s),'xc with
x' == x and xc with x/ = —x. There exists an element μ in P such
that μ = —μ. Multiplication by this element gives an isomorphism
between the first two of our spaces. The sum of the squares of the
dimensionalities of one of these and the last two is n*-i-n2(n + l)2/2
+ n2(n-l)2/2 = n2(2n2 + l ) . It follows from Prop. 19.4 (2) that this
equals dimU£°(ξ>). The proof can now be completed along the lines
which we have used in Prop. 19. 4.

We can now prove the following result.

Theorem 19. 2. Let £5 be any special central simple Jordan algebra
of degree n^3 over an arbitrary base field. Then the associative algebra
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is semi-simple and we have the following table on its structure

type dims, of simple components of U(Sf) dim
A! ' n2, n\ n4, n2(n-l)2/4, n2(n-l)2/4, n2(n + l ) 2 / 4 , n2(n + l)2/4 nz(2
Aπ ' 2n\ n\ n2(n-l)2/2,
B n\ n2(n-l)2/4, n2(n
C, rc>3 4n2, n2(2n-l)2, n
C,n = 3 36, 225, 441, 36 738

Proof. The semi-simplicity of ϊl(3f) is a consequence of Prop.
17. 1. If $ is of type 31 then the extension of the base field argu-
ment and Prop. 17.4 (2) show that U<2)(3ί) is the subalgebra 33 of
tt,(3f) ® IMS) of elements invariant under P. If $ is of type Aϊ ,
3 = 31,, 31 central simple and !!,($) = SI 0 SI7 where SI7 is anti-isomor-
phic to a. Then U, ® Us - (SI ® SI) 0 (SI ® SI7) 0 (SI7 ® SI) 0 (SI7 ® §t7)
and P exchanges 31 ® SI7 and SI7 ® SI and induces in SI ® SI and SI7 ® SI7

the same kind of exchange mapping. Now SI ® SI7 ̂  Φn

2 and by

Prop. 17. 3, S3 A (51 ® 51) and S3 A (^ ® 5*') are direct sums of central
simple algebras of dimensionalities w 2 (w + l)2/4 and n2(n — l)2/^. Hence
we have proved everything for type AΣ . Next let g be of type Aπ

so that 3 = § the set of self -adjoint element in the simple algebra
SI. with an involution of second kind. Then U,($) = SI has center
which is a quadratic extension of the base field. Hence 31 ® 31
r= SI1 0 3I2 where Slί is simple of n* dimensions over its center P4

which is two dimensional. Let 33 be the subalgebra defined before.
If we extend the base field Φ to its algebraic closure ίl, then the
preceding discussion shows that 33Ω is a direct sum of five δimple
algebras and that, for the center Px 0 P2 , we have dim ((Pl 0 P2)Ω A
S3Ω) = 3. These two facts imply that P maps each SIέ into itself,
induces the identity mapping in one of the Pβ , say Pλ , and induces
an automorphism of period two in the other. It follows that 33 A 5I2

is a central simple algebra of n* dimensions. Hence (S3A5IJΩ is a
direct sum of two simple algebras of #2(w + l)2/4 dimensions and two
of n2(n — 1)2/4 dimensions. It is easy to see that this can happen
only if 33 A 5Iι is a direct sum of two simple algebras having centers
which are quadratic fields and having dimensionalities ^2(w + l)2/4
and n2(n — 1)2/4 over these. This proves the assertions about $ of
type Aπ . If £y is of type B or C, n ^> 3 then the results follow from
Prop. 19. 1, 19. 2 and the fact that the universal associative algebra
tt, (3f) is simple. We consider finally type C, n = 3. If the base field
is algebraically closed then we have seen that there exists an irredu-
cible module which is not a submodule of a sum of two commuting
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special modules. The dimensionality of the corresponding simple
components of 11 (£5) is 36. The usual argument with universal asso-
ciative algebras shows that this is valid also for arbitrary base field.

The results which we have obtained for the various types of
central algebras can be put together to obtain the irreducible bimo-
dules for separable alternative and Jordan algebras. We shall not
attempt to make this explicit but shall be content to derive the
following fundamental result.

Theorem 1.9. 3. // St is a separable alternative algebra or a known
separable Jordan algebra of finite dimensions, then every bimodule for $ί
is completely reducible.

Proof. It suffices to prove this for algebraically closed base fields.

Write 31 = 3^ θ 312 θ-•• θ Sϊr

 where the a« are simPle If ^ ls

alternative then we know that 3^ = Φnί or = C the Cayley algebra.
The theorem is therefore an immediate consequence of the Peirce
decompositions, Ths. 11.1 and 19.1. Now suppose that 3ί is Jordan.
Since we are assuming that the structure of §ί is known, the 3I4 ate
either one dimensional or have degrees ^>2. The Peirce decomposi-
tions reduce the considerations to three cases : (1) special Sί^-modules,
(2) unital modules which are sums of two commuting special modules,
one of which is an Sί<-module and the other an Sl^-module, / Φ j
and (3) unital S^-modules. The result is clear for (1). In case (2),
3JΪ defines a representation of lUS^)®!!,^). Since this algebra is
semi-simple, 9Jί is completely reducible. In (3), complete reducibility
is trivial for one dimensional algebras. It follows for algebras of
degree 2 from Th. 16.1 and 16.2 and for algebras of degree ]> 3
from Th. 18. 2 and Prop. 19.1. This completes the proof.

Yale University
(Received December 17, 1953)
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